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ABSTRACT
The digital revolution described by Neil Gershenfeld is bringing about the age of 
Personal Fabrication, where manufacturing is becoming personal, enabling new 
creative freedom to design objects that are specifi c to the user’s needs.
This thesis investigates digital manufacturing & its use within customized product. The 
aim is to explore digital tools from a value sensitive approach described by Friedman, 
Kahn & Borning. The value sensitive approach was born by recognizing the lack of 
human centred values within the design of computational systems, for this reason the 
value sensitive approach will guide this thesis as its inception shares similarities with 
what we are facing within the digital manufacturing revolution. 
My research through composition led to a collection of work that progressively 
investigates on the unifi cation of the three aspects of the value sensitive methodology. 
The collection consists of XYZ Clothing & XYZ Footwear, using my personal identity 
as the driver the collection culminates in a footwear solution made specifi cally for the 
individual.
There are two dominating aims to this work: The improvement of function & 
performance of artifact through exploration of digital manufacturing. The ability to 
embody complex personal narratives within artifact celebrating personal identity. 
These aims are embodied within the XYZ collection. This collection is able to meet 
the needs of the body, whilst also improving biomechanical functions through the 
use of digital manufacturing. The value sensitive approach caters to the values of the 
individual by using digital tools to enrich the experience with identity.
The XYZ collection may not appeal to everyone as it requires time & personal refl ection 
in order to be fully utilized, there are aspects within this thesis however that can inspire 
further exploration down multiple paths.
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Toku Pepeha mo Whirinaki
Ko Te Ramaroa toku Maunga
Ramaroa is our Mountain
Ko Hokianga Pau Karakia toku Moana
Hokianga Pau Karakia is our sea
Ko Whirinaki toku Awa
Whirinaki is our river
Ko Ngatokimatawhaorua toku Waka
Ngatokimatwhaorua is our canoe
Ko Te Hikutu toku Hapu
Te Hikutu is our sub tribe
Ko Ngapuhi toku Iwi
Ngapuhi is our tribe
Ko Matai aranui toku Marae
Matai Aranui is our meetig place
Toku Pepeha mo Aotea (Great 
Barrier).
Ko Te Hirikimata toku Maunga
Hirikimata is our Mountain
Ko Moana nui a Kiwa toku Moana
Pacifi c ocean is our sea
Ko Tainui toku Waka
Tainui is our canoe
Ko Ngati Rehua toku Hapu
Ngati Rehua is our sub tribe
Ko Ngati Wai toku Iwi
Ngati Wai is our tribe
Ko Aotea toku Motu
Aotea is our island
Ko Kawa toku Marae
Kawa is our meeting place
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INTRODUCTION
Is there a new level of self expression waiting within 
digital manufacturing?
This thesis proposes that a value sensitive design 
approach will be effective in producing new levels 
of self expression within product design.
This exploration will seek to unify the conceptual 
benefits, where self expression strengthens personal 
identity with the physical benefits, where digital 
manufacturing enhances the ability to meet the 
needs of the bodies interaction with physical 
products.
The prominence of computer aided design is 
ushering in the ability to customize the world 
around us like never before, this increased ability 
to meet personal needs within artefact is starting to 
find its way into mainstream commercial 
application. There is an emphasis on systems which 
allow for mass customization in an attempt to 
re-engage the user (Gilmore and Pine 2nd, 1997). 
User participation is catered for in order to imbue 
self expression in physical objects. 
This thesis explores the complex considerations 
necessary for flexible design solutions. Aiming to 
be implemented so that the values of the designer & 
user can co-exist within the same object, bringing 
greater tools for self expression closer to the 
commercial market place.
This thesis investigates the value sensitive 
methodology by redefining a tri-part formula to 
focus on expressing personal identity, gathering 
biometric data & utilising digital manufacturing. 
My hypothesis is that through the aid of digital 
manufacturing we are able to meet the total needs 
of the individual & celebrate their identity through 
flexible customization. 
I will test this hypothesis by aligning with the 
tri-part formula from the value sensitive approach. 
From this value sensitive perspective I will 
investigate the current work within the space of 
digital manufacturing looking for unique physical 
product outcomes, followed by experimentation 
further reflecting upon this knowledge, leading to 
a final design application.
This thesis will describe the theoretical structure to 
this work followed by a summarised criteria 
section, in which the design work will abide. The 
experimentation phase will investigate certain 
aspects of digital manufacturing important to 
facilitating the theoretical structure. The final 
design phase will be the vehicle in which my 
research will summarise my theory & 
experimentation sections. To conclude there will be 
a discussion & conclusion to this thesis.
13
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BACKGROUND
MOTIVATION
I have grown up with a duality of consciousness in 
a bi-cultural house-hold; My mother is of Maori 
decent & my Father of European decent. In ‘The 
Souls of Black Folk’, it describes a sense of 
identity(Du Bois, 1990) that struggles to find comfort 
due to a cultural divide in which they biologically 
belong. He coined the term “dual consciousness” to 
articulate the duality of identity that is often the 
result of bi-cultural upbringing, where the identity 
of the individual feels divided into several parts, 
making it difficult to achieve a unified identity.
This thesis focuses on a similar theme, one where 
the merging of worlds is the aim in order to better 
express the identity of the user. This is due to the 
personal value placed on identity. Over time, as I 
have begun to unify my own identity through 
personal projects, I have attained strength from my 
uniqueness as an individual. It is this strength of 
identity that I see coming through when user 
participation is planned for within the product 
creation phase. Hence, this thesis explores the 
connection between the mass customization 
movement enabled by digital manufacturing & 
why people are drawn to telling personal 
narratives.
Duality of consciousness is of particular interest to 
my journey as a designer. A bi-cultural household 
made me feel like I had the best of both worlds, yet 
with neither being completely comfortable. My 
journey of self discovery has contributed to my need 
to celebrate a unified identity, where the worlds I 
live in are no longer separated but merged to form 
a single identity composed of the shared values of 
multi-cultural backgrounds.
Look homeward, Angel, written by Thomas Wolfe 
summarises plainly the emphasis of this thesis to 
embody the sum of an individual in artefact. Where 
the sum of all our experiences are represented to 
tell the narrative of unified identity, as opposed to 
fractured narrative expressing singular aspects of 
identity.
I will use myself as the subject for this research. 
Thus, I will set out to create artefact that is 
expressive of my individual values, which are 
integral parts of my identity. In turn, I hope to 
develop principles for design that allow complex 
customization to take place through the efficiency 
of digital manufacturing.
“But we are the sum of all the moments of our lives-all that is ours is in them: 
we cannot escape or conceal it.”
Thomas Wolfe
14
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The methodological framework in which this 
research will hang has been developed in response 
to the perceived lack of values represented within 
the design of computer systems. Value sensitive 
design(Friedman and Kahn et al., 2002) focuses on the needs 
of individuals/societies/cultures, keeping human 
centred values at the heart of the design process.
In his book ‘Technological Nature’(Kahn, 2011), Kahn 
speaks about social implications of discarding the 
values of cultures/people during the design phase, 
where the outcome becomes technically advanced 
but loses the values of humanity along the way. 
With value sensitive design this loss of human 
interaction/needs is minimized as the focus is 
satisfying values first with every design aspect a 
by-product of this focus. 
Value sensitive design is a three part formula that 
considers the Conceptual, Empirical & 
Technological impacts upon core values. It is a 
iterative focused driver of outcomes. The need to 
understand the many different values of the 
stakeholders within the design scope is imperative 
to finding a principled & systematic outcome that 
satisfies human centred needs.
To express the design of the individual, Kahn’s 
methodology will lay the foundation for the 
following thesis exploration. To better align the 
context with Kahn’s prescribed format, the 
definitions of the three aspects will be further 
configured to express the values closer aligned with 
this thesis.
Kahn’s most informative explanation of the 
three-part methodology is through the description 
an oil painting; From a distance the painting forms 
a scene recognisable to the viewer. However, up 
close the scene becomes layer upon layer of paint & 
brush strokes. The painting works in harmony with 
the many layers & is not meant to be understood as 
isolated strokes of the brush.
This analogy works with the Maori concept of 
Tikanga(Mead, 2003), as Tikanga is about principles, 
values & spirituality predominantly inherited from 
the past, yet still evolving through the lives of those 
living. Tikanga is therefore built layer by layer, 
understood by those with the contextual 
knowledge.
To understand the greater “painting”, the steps will 
need to be isolated. For this reason, the three part 
methodology will be broken down into their 
singular parts (the brush strokes), then unified 
within designs that are the sum of all their parts, 
(the painting).
The digital revolution is set to change the scope of 
design globally, whether for good or bad is up-to 
the users. A value sensitive approach, with defined 
aspects that directly relate to digital 
manufacturing, will greatly increase our scope of 
understanding in how to best use this technology 
in-order to satisfy the values humanity.
Conceptual / Empirical / Technological
PERSONAL IDENTITY BIOMETRIC DATA DIGITAL MANUFACTURING
VALUE SENSITIVE DESIGN
15
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DIGITAL
MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGICAL
EMPIRICAL
BIOMETRIC
DATA
CONCEPTUAL
PERSONAL
IDENTITY
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DIGITAL
MANUFACTURING
BIOMETRIC
DATA
PERSONAL
IDENTITY
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This aspect is described as the theoretical 
instruction(Friedman and Kahn et al., 2002). The conceptual 
aspect will be defined as Personal Identity. 
Personal identity is concerned with the totality of 
ones experiences. It is different from social identity, 
as it is unconcerned with the self in group, but 
rather with the unique aspects which create 
individuality apart from the group.
Personal identity is a concept at the heart of the 
mass customization movement. It signifies the need 
to separate from the group to celebrate all the 
identifying attributes that constitute “you”. Neil 
Gershenfeld from the Bits & Atoms Lab at MIT 
speaks extensively on the subject of Personal 
Fabrication(Gershenfeld, 2005), the revolution brought 
about by the access to digital manufacturing. From 
his perspective personal fabrication is about 
empowering the creative community to meet their 
own needs through technology.
The concept of personal identity(Perry, 1975) as a form 
of design expression will be a major driver for the 
design work. Where the individual becomes the 
reflection of the artefact & vice versa. Personal 
Identity is the sum total of all the parts of you. It is 
the consideration of traits, mannerisms, values, 
beliefs & characteristics that make you ‘you’. It is 
the structure in which you gained identity yet 
uniquely your own as nobodies experiences are 
your experiences. Personal identity & individuality 
are expressed as one & the same in this thesis.
Understanding the conceptual definition of 
personal identity within this thesis will be a guide 
to which the design phase will adhere. Attaining 
this level of complex individual embodiment may 
come through either allowing for interactive 
customization or by designing with the intent of 
putting ones individuality/personal identity into 
artefact, creating a unique object which is a visual 
narrative of the individual.
Visually communicating the concept of embodied 
personal identity within artefact has been used by 
New Zealand designer David Hakaraia. David’s 
designs focus on the interpretation(Hakaraia, 2011) of 
Maori cultural beliefs within contemporary 
narratives. These narratives are represented 
through functional artefacts. 
This contemporary approach to reinterpreting 
cultural values has also been the focus of past 
projects I have been involved with. Puipuiaki was 
designed by David & I as a narrative on this idea 
of dual consciousness. The design took shape as a 
way to express both ethnic values in a single 
object, expressing the story of Whakapapa (family 
history) through contemporary Whakairo (carving) 
techniques. This work is a deeply personal 
expression of identity given form, as it deals with 
the distinct identities which make the individual.
Within the Maori culture their are a lot of 
references to embodied personal narrative which I 
will be drawing upon for this thesis. 
Another important embodiment of personal 
narrative within the Maori culture is the use of 
tattoo(Simmons, 1999). Ta Moko is the art form of 
tattoo which is used to represent lineage, status & 
identity. Ta Moko is the embodiment of ones 
individuality. 
Interpreting from this perspective of embodied 
identity has shaped the desire to create artefact 
that can also carry such weighted meaning.
So as further definition for the conceptual aspect 
this thesis will concern itself with embodied 
personal narratives to express the values of the 
individual within form or artefact. As understood 
from inherent cultural values & forms of embodies 
identity.
Conceptual investigations set the scope of the 
project. Next we introduce the measurable effects 
of research in this field by looking at the empirical 
investigations.
CONCEPTUAL INVESTIGATION
18
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Figure 1:  Waka Whakaka. Lighting inspired by Maori motif to enhance personal narrative.
Figure 2: PUIPUIAKI, chest of CNC drawers with a contemporary Maori narrative. (Stewart & Hakaraia, 2012)
Figure 3: Maori Chief with Ta Moko.
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The use of biometric data within the design 
discipline has resulted in some amazing projects, 
for example the work by architects Aranda/Lasch 
come to mind when considering the use of 
bio-inspired data. The following installation from 
the architectural duo simulates the growth of 
bacteria, looking to find efficiency in space & 
structure that would be outside the bounds of 
traditional practice. Finding insights within 
bio-diverse organisms that inspire new design 
directions. The installation is a concept for a city 
building plan looking for the most natural use of 
material & space.
Ross Lovegrove is another designer who has 
investigated the merits of looking beyond the 
facade of nature in order to inform new discussions 
on form generation. His project ‘Cellular 
Automata’ origin of species 2 explores the forming 
of geometry from a cellular investigation. Here 
form is defined by understanding natural growth 
patterns on a microscopic level, discovering 
expressions that have been largely inaccessible 
during a pre-digital age. This project is interesting 
as the use of cellular growth seeks to find 
efficiencies that may be overlooked through a more 
traditional design approach. 
Looking to the growth of cellular structures can 
also be abstracted to incorporate personal identity, 
where the individuals cell structure can inform the 
look of an object, therefore representing an 
expression of self on a molecular level, like a 
micro-fingerprint.
Empirical investigations(Friedman and Kahn et al., 2002) 
have measurable outcomes. It is the analysis phase 
that accompanies the Conceptual driver. Empirical 
data is used to validate conceptual ideation, 
providing measurable data to the design process.
This thesis will use Biometric data as the empirical 
validation of the conceptual ideation.(Jain and Bolle et 
al., 2002).
Biometric data is concerned with the physical traits 
or characteristics that identify individuality. In 
general, the use of biometric data is used within the 
field of identification, where the uniqueness of an 
individual is used as an identifier, such as 
finger-prints or eye colour. Biometrics deal with 
bringing factual data from the human body into 
the digital environment to enhance the 
identification process. 
Accurately perceiving the human form within a 
digital environment will inspire greater accuracy 
when it comes to accommodating organic form in 
product design.
Biometric data will be used to consider the 
information gathered to best enable a relationship 
between artefact & the human body. 
Gathering data will also look to use other forms of 
biological data to inform the design process, such 
as biomimicry or biomechanical knowledge. 
Empirical investigation will look to these aspects in 
order to satisfy the aim of meeting individual 
needs.
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATIONS
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The use of 3D scanning as a capturing device has 
increased the efficiency of designing for the human 
body, as seen in the prosthetics designed by 
Bespoke innovations. Bespoke innovations 
understand that their clientele are in need of very 
specific solutions. In order to customize for the 
uniqueness of the individuals body they employ a 
3D scanner to accurately capture the working limb 
in order to reproduce an artificial limb that suits 
their body type. 
3D scanning in the use of capturing accurate 
biometric data is informing designers to a new 
degree of accuracy . It is this focus on gathering 
appropriate biometric data that allows the ability 
to create personalised prosthetics. Ones that choose 
to empower the wearer by celebrating the use of 
prosthetics, whilst also looking to increase the 
effectiveness of an artificial limb by designing a 
more appropriate biomechanical performance.
The use of bio-accurate information provides 
creatives with a new expression of form when 
filtered through parametric investigations. 
Parametric modelling has a very mathematical 
foundation as it originates from the need to 
calculate multiple parameters in order to expediate 
flexible solutions, ‘parametric’ meaning to 
calculate multiple inputs. With the advances in 
software modelling design parametrics have made 
it accessible to designers to incorporate parametric 
iteration into their design process, where you have 
a variety of inputs contributing to the formation of 
a singular output.
This use of parametric modelling when combined 
with bio-inspired information has resulted in new 
forms of expression. One example is the Bone 
Chair by Joris Laarman. This chair has been 
designed through the use of a parametric 
algorithm that mimics the natural growth of bone, 
resulting in a chair that immediately becomes 
recognisable as an extension of a natural growth 
system. Understanding the way bone grows was 
vital to being able to programme an algorithm 
which would allow a similar outcome. The 
resulting product is an informed design process 
built on the merits of efficient material use, given 
form through parametric modelling.
The use of biometric data for the purpose of this 
thesis will centre on understanding the human 
body & how it can best be designed for within a 
virtual environment. These examples offer a wide 
variety of applications through observed 
bio-information. This thesis will align its use of 
biometric data with these examples.
Investigations into individual biometrics & 
personal identity lead into technological 
investigations, as we move from the digital 
environment into the physical. 
“The individual has always had to struggle to keep from being overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it, 
you will be lonely often, and sometimes frightened. 
But no price is too high to pay for the privilege of owning yourself.”
Rudyard Kipling
21
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Figure 4: Aranda/Lasch. Rules of Six. Installation based on efficient growth of organic systems.
Figure 5: Ross Lovegrove. Cellular Automata. 3D printed sculptures mimicking cellular growth.
Figure 6: Bespoke Prosthetics. Customized from 3D scans for complete uniqueness.
Figure 7: Joris Laarman. Bone Furniture. Simulated bone growth, 3D printed.
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Technological investigations(Friedman and Kahn et al., 2002) 
within the Value Sensitive Design methodology 
subscribe to the belief that technology in general is 
best utilised as a prescription best fit to the solution, 
meaning using the most appropriate technology to 
facilitate the most appropriate solution. A given 
technology lends itself to certain values while other 
technologies hinder the expression of certain 
values. Technical investigations consider the use of 
certain technologies against human values & 
needs, seeking to understand the implications 
associated with the use of technology.
Technological investigation in the use of this thesis 
will revolve around digital manufacturing(Hopkinson 
and Hague et al.2006), or the use of digital manufacturing 
within product design. 
Digital manufacturing has been an emerging 
technology over the last 20 to 30 years(Zhou and Zhie et 
al., 2012), with an increased importance over the 
implications in the last decade. Digital 
manufacturing, digital fabrication & personal 
fabrication are all terms used to describes this shift 
in machining, where the use of Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) is becoming more prevalent within 
design & society, bringing the threshold of making 
things back down to a level where participation is 
more achievable.
Digital manufacturing concerns itself with 
machining capabilities such as 3D printing, CNC 
milling & laser cutting. Digital manufacturing 
relies heavily on digital computation, turning 
digital ideas into physical products, or to borrow 
from Neil Gershenfeld going from ‘Bits to Atoms’.
Digital manufacturing started out as a prototyping 
tool, often referred to as rapid prototyping. 
Advances in machining have seen this propensity 
towards prototyping shift towards manufacturing. 
Rapid manufacturing is coming about due to the 
processes  & materials becoming more compatible 
with the rigours of the commercial market. While 
still not a total solution for mass manufacture, 
rapid manufacturing/digital manufacturing has 
ushered in the age where bespoke design shares 
more similarities with mass manufacture than it 
does traditional hand-craft. 
With this added benefit of designing with digital 
manufacturing in mind as an entry point into the 
market has seen the rise of digital handicraft. 
Digital handicraft is the merging of worlds 
between traditional craft & rapid manufacturing. 
It involves a technique generated largely by a 
human element combining with the digital sphere, 
unifying the work. Much like the duality of 
consciousness proposed within the definition of 
personal identity, digital craft can be seen as a 
concept of bridging the gap between past, present 
& future, by unifying singular aspects into one 
object.
This thesis in particular will focus on the tools of 
digital manufacturing most accessible to the 
general public, brought into the mainstream by 
companies such as Ponoko, Shapeways & 
I-Materialise. In particular 3D printing or more 
accurately additive manufacturing & laser cutting. 
The purpose of choosing technology accessible to 
the public is so my design solutions can feasibly be 
replicated by those interacting with personal 
fabrication.
TECHNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION
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3D PRINTING
The first 3D printer was invented in the mid 1980’s 
by Charles W. Hull where he used a system of UV 
curing photo-polymers to build up form layer by 
layer, the system we’ve come to know today as 
Stereo-lithography(Peter Hilton. 2000). 3D printing is 
starting to grow out of the prototyping phase in 
which it was first developed(Gebhardt, 2012), starting to 
make headway into the commercial manufacturing 
arena. Rapid prototyping as is commonly referred 
to when talking about 3D printing is where an 
object is quickly tested in 3D printed materials to 
before the rigorous & costly manufacturing stage is 
started. The high associated cost with final product 
manufacturing is where 3D printing has not been 
able to compete with Mass manufacturing 
infrastructures.
3D printing is advancing towards this shift 
however, where it can fulfil the needs of 
prototyping & manufacturing . Material research 
is driving the large scope of applications that will 
see 3D printing becoming commercially ready in 
the not too distant future
3D printing works by building incrementally 
through the accurate use of layering, much like an 
inkjet printer but over time the layers form a 
3-dimensional form. This basic concept has 
spawned a wide range of applications & materials 
that are being adapted for almost all facets of the 
production(Schwab, 2013) chain.  
LASER CUTTING
Lasercutting(Wick and Guilfoyle, 1974) is the use of a laser 
for fast and accurate 2-dimensional cutting. 
Invented in 1965 (Bromberg) the laser cutter has 
been able to penetrate a wide variety of production 
systems & businesses due to its precision and speed.  
Until recently the lasercutter is mainly seen in the 
production of mass manufactured objects which 
typically involve cutting 2-dimensional profiles.
The lasercutter can also be employed to etch into 
the surface of a material. The laser beam itself is a 
high powered beam of energy that cuts due to 
intensified heat, often leaving a singed, burnt edge 
to the material.
24
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3D Printing and Laser Cutting are examples of 
digital technology that have allowed designers to 
step away from convention to explore design’s 
limitless potential.
Designers like Iris Van Herpen & Daniel Widrig 
have collaborated to produce clothing that would 
not be possible without digital manufacturing. Van 
Herpen is a Dutch fashion designer with a passion 
for finding ways to express the essence of an 
individual through form & fashion. Widrig is a 
London based architect with technological 
knowledge with parametric systems that beats at 
the heart of his signature aesthetic. Their 
collaboration has seen the creation of 3D printed 
dresses, one pictured below aptly named 
Crystallization. The design is printed in 
Poly-amide & is based upon parametric principles 
to achieve the organic aesthetic.
Neri Oxman, a professor from MIT who runs the 
Mediated Matter Lab, creates designs that explore 
the application of 3D printing in the generation of 
forms based on mythical or biological origins. The 
geometries are impossible to create through 
traditional methods. However the use of 3D 
printing allows the physical conception of form 
which would typically be outside the bounds of 
normal production methods. 
Oxmans Medusa project is a morphology that 
explores the use of perforation & corrugation 
through parametric means. Medusa is one in a 
series dedicated to interpreting design & 
mythology for the purpose of creating new 
narrative forms. The colouration informs the user 
to the allure & danger, similar to colouration used 
within the animal & plant world. This colouration 
can be achieved in one seamless object through 3D 
printing. As the advances in 3D printing increase 
the ability to print objects with multiple materials 
or densities becomes more accessible.
Nervous System founded back in 2007 by Jessica 
Rosenkrantz & Jesse Louis-Rosenberg, has been 
built to accommodate this ability to manufacture 
with flexibility in mind. Their web based solution 
to jewellery design engages the user in the design 
process by allowing them to manipulate certain 
designs by changing the inputs & outputs that 
guide the generation of form. This engagement 
results in a personalised ring or bracelet that is 
designed through the fluid collaboration between 
designer and user.
Cell Cycle takes advantage of 3D printings ability 
to create form by giving the user freedom over 
selected options that allow for a wide range of 
possibilities. From there the final design is sent off 
to the printer for construction which is then sent on 
to the user.
For lasercutting possibilities we look to another 
collaboration with fashion designer Iris Van 
Herpen & Philip Beesley, an architect practising 
from Toronto. Beesleys influence with Laser 
Cutting is made clear in this garment creation 
inspired by high voltage electricity. The delicacy of 
laser cuttings precision is evident through the use of 
material.
Beesleys sculptural & installation work has long 
relied upon the accuracy of laser cutting to 
emphasis his narratives. This collaboration draws 
upon that knowledge to present laser cutting in a 
new medium that expresses the qualities of the 
tooling process. Van Herpen brings these qualities 
together through fashion to inspire & engage the 
user in new possibilities.
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Figure 8: Daniel Widrig & Iris Van Herpen. 3D printed parametric designed top.
figure 9: Neri Oxman. Medusa. 3D printed multiple material complexity.
Figure 10: Nervous System. Cell Cycle. Customized design with user participation.
figure 11: Iris Van Herpen & Philip Beesley. Lasercut detail dress. HIGH VOLTAGE collection
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It is the purpose of this thesis to understand these singular aspects(Friedman and Kahn et 
al., 2002) of Personal Identity, Biometric Data & Digital Manufacturing so in 
practice the end result is a unified outcome that has been developed based upon 
the values of an individual. The needs of the individual being catered for in a 
methodology that considers the sum of all parts.
The resultant artefact from such a focus would form a new expression of the self, 
allowing for user participation(Gilmore and Pine, 2000) to tell a personal story, whilst also 
drawing upon observed biometric data to improve the interaction with a physical 
object. The resultant form pushing digital manufacturing to its limits whilst also 
improving the relationship with the body & soul.
An example where all three aspects are evident within a design can be seen in 
Luc Fusaros post graduate project. Designed to Win is a sprint shoe designed to 
conform to the contours of the foot in order to provide the athlete with optimum 
biomechanical performance. In order to optimize the performance of the athlete 
the feet were 3D scanned, analysed under video footage then adjusted. The final 
design is 3D printed in a rigid nylon poly-amide as a lightweight solution to gain 
speed in the 100 metre dash.
Fusaro states that the printed nylon is too rigid to be of comfort so the sprint shoe 
stays within the conceptual realm. As a precedent this example shows the 
feasibility of an object customized to the uniqueness of an individual. Although 
not a perfect example the premise is proof of concept, & inspires a direction for 
the experiments phase.
The value sensitive approach will ensure that the use of digital manufacturing 
keeps the values of the individual at the centre. Engaging with digital creation 
may lead to design that is devoid of human values(Friedman and Kahn et al, 2002), 
innovation within technology is exciting yet the goal is to not get lost within the 
possibilities of these digital tools losing the values of the individual.
 
VALUE SENSITIVE DESIGN
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Figure 12: Luc Fusaro. Sprint Shoe. 3D printed design from 3D scans.
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METHODOLOGY
Can a value sensitive design approach 
celebrate the individual?
The purpose of this chapter is to reflect upon the knowledge gained through the 
exploration thus far, determining the criteria for the final design phase.
Reflecting on the work by Iris Van Herpen & Daniel Widrig which the human body 
is central to application I feel inspired to design items that also reflect this level of 
intimacy, therefore the final design phase will focus on fashion & footwear. This will 
push the limits of digital manufacturing whilst also focusing on the practical needs.
Individuality is a major part of clothing the body, whether conscious or subconscious 
fashion is used to project identity(Piller and Tseng, 2010). It is this projection of identity that 
has the potential for embodied narrative, where the benefits of improved 
performance can also result in an artifact that projects a personal narrative.
Upon reflection it is determined that the final design phase will seek to create 
artifacts that are just as unique as the individual, focusing on the value sensitive 
design approach to achieve this. This level of customization will focus on expressing 
the total identity of the individual. Biometric data will be gathered through 3D 
scanning & observed analysis. The digital technology used will be Lasercutting & 
Additive Manufacturing. Driving the unification of the final designs will be the 
values of the individual, the success being whether or not these values are reflected 
within object.
My own personal values & narrative will be the subject for this final design phase. 
Specifically that of my cultural values both Maori & NZ European, along with my 
values in optimized performance, celebrated identity & advanced digital 
applications.
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RESEARCH THROUGH DESIGN
EXPERIMENT PHASE
The focus of these experiments are the result of 
two things, studying the precedents within the 
background chapter & further defining the 
values associated with the technology 
neccessary to achieve the aims stated in the 
introduction.
This chapter aims to gain knowledge on the 
following:
Software systems that allow for more flexible 
design solutions, introducing working with 
Parametrics. As seen in work by Daniel 
Widrig, Neri Oxman, Iris Van Herpen & 
Aranda Lasch. The aim of this expeirment is to 
determine the qualities of Rhino & 
Grasshoppers parametric tools in order to 
flexibly iterate or customise designs.
3D scanning for the use of capturing biometric 
data. As seen in the work by Bespoke 
Prosthetics & Luc Fusaro. The aim for this 
exploration is to assess the ability to gather 
accurate 3D data so it could feasibly be used to 
design from.
Experimenting with Digital materials to 
consider their potential for use. As seen in the 
work by Ross Lovegrove, Iris Van Herpen, Neri 
Oxman, Joris Laarman, Daniel Widrig & 
N-e-r-v-o-u-s System. The aim in this 
exploration will consider the material qualities, 
leading to possible applications leading to the 
final design phase.
Reflecting upon the significance of these 
experiments will lead to a possible redifintion 
of the criteria going into the  final design 
phase.
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For the purpose of this Thesis I have focused on learning software that allows  
freedom of expression through more fluid 3D creation with increased 
parametric capabilities.
For these functions I have spent time increasing proficiency with Rhinoceros & 
Grasshopper. One of the main benefits to this tool is the relative ease of 
transition from other software packages such as SolidWorks, Maya, Blender 
& 3DS Max.
Another aspect of this particular software is the communities that support 
plug-ins for the Rhinoceros platform. The plug-in facilitating the needs for 
parametric iteration is Grasshopper. Grasshopper is a graphical algorithm 
editor integrated with Rhino’s 3D modeling tool.
Grasshopper allows the visual manipulation of geometry with increased 
proficiency. The ability to iterate parametrically gives the designer a distinct 
advantage in finding the most appropriate designs for the brief. The 
complexity of solutions is attributed to the multiple inputs(Rowen and Leibson, 2004) 
that can be calculated.
In the following experiments we will see an increase in complexity to test  the 
opportunities with these technologies & whether they will be of benefit in 
achieving the criteria of the final design.
RHINO
GRASSHOPPER
Software learning curve.
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RHINO//  Cube distortion through generic software modifiers
FXEH H[WUXGHVWUDLJKW
H[WUXGHDORQJFXUYH H[WUXGHWDSHU
H[WUXGHWRSRLQW H[WUXGHHGJH
URWDWHHGJH IROG
Early rhino experiments testing the software functionality, determining the benefits & shortcomings in 
relation to known software formats such as SolidWorks, 3DS Max, Maya & Z Brush.
These investigations have revealed a more intuitive creation process within Rhino. The learning curve is still 
steep, but the understanding of how to generate accurate models is quicker.
Experiments are testing the more mundane features before progressing onto more complex geometries.
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OUTCOME
RHINO//  Cube distortion through generic software modifiers
PDNHKROH FRS\KROH
DUUD\KROH IROGIDFH
VKHDUIDFH
VFDOHHGJH
VXUIDFHXQUROO
As a summary for the investigation into the capabilities of Rhino it is important to point out the simple nature 
of the investigation. Rhinos complexity of form generation is quite easy to understand once you have a few 
software languages under your belt. This investigation was mainly focused on the ease of use from a 
comparative knowledge of Solidworks & 3DS Max. In relation to these programs I found the ability to 
quickly generate form was considerably easier & more intuitive.
The secondary reason for creating simple geometry within Rhino was the need to take simple form into 
Grasshopper in order to get my head around the rules of parametric design & algorithmic design.
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GRASSHOPPER // surface panelling
Poly-Line revolve
surface - analysis -BREP
Math - Domain - Divide Domain 2
Surface - Utility - IsoTRIM (SubSRF)
Transform - Morph - Surface Box
Bake
Panelling geometry
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GRASSHOPPER // surface panelling
Poly-Line revolve
surface - analysis -BREP
Math - Domain - Divide Domain 2
Surface - Utility - IsoTRIM (SubSRF)
Transform - Morph - Surface Box
Bake
Panelling geometry
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GRASSHOPPER // surface panelling
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GRASSHOPPER // cube + voronoi experiments
Mesh
Pirimitive - BOX
Bake
Mesh
Pirimitive - BOX
Vector - GRIDS - Populate 3d
Mesh - Triangulation - Voronoi 3D
Bake
Mesh
Pirimitive - BOX
Vector - GRIDS - Populate 3d
Mesh - Triangulation - Voronoi 3D
Surface - Analysis - BREP wireframe
Bake
Tspline pipe 0.5r - Rhino Smooth
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GRASSHOPPER // cube + voronoi experiments
Mesh
Pirimitive - BOX
Vector - GRIDS - Populate 3d
Mesh - Triangulation - Voronoi 3D
Surface - Analysis - BREP wireframe
Bake
Tspline pipe 2.0r
Mesh
Pirimitive - BOX
Vector - GRIDS - Populate 3d
Mesh - Triangulation - Voronoi 3D
Surface - Analysis - BREP wireframe
Bake
Tspline pipe 1.0r - Rhino smooth x4
Mesh
Pirimitive - BOX
Vector - GRIDS - Populate 3d
Mesh - Triangulation - Voronoi 3D
Surface - Analysis - BREP wireframe
Bake
Rhino smooth x2 - Tspline pipe
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It became quickly apparent that the 
opportunities for flexible creation start with 
clean geometry. Firstly understanding 
Rhino as a modelling tool greatly enhances 
the effectiveness of modelling within 
Grasshopper.
Designing through an iterative process is 
enhanced with Grasshopper as the results 
are shown visually.
This exploration shows the potential within 
Rhino & Grasshopper to provide the 
building blocks for flexible design, catering 
for potential user customization.
OUTCOME
INVESTIGATING 
PARAMETRIC DESIGN
What are the merits of digital 
iteration for mass customisation?
Further investigation to add complexity(Coello Coello and 
Veldhuizen et al, 2002) to the initial Grasshopper experiments. 
Where the Rhino experiments sought understand new 
digital tools & how they relate to Grasshopper 
geometry, this experiment looks to confine the 
parameters to a stricter use. For this reason this 
investigation will use the design of a chair in order to 
iterate.
The chair is something familiar to industrial design. 
This experiment looks to change the form & structure 
of a simple chair through Grasshopper parametrics to 
define considerations for customized artifacts.
The options for customization within this experiment 
have focused on the amount of structural support 
necessary for an individual. For example the height, 
weight & personal preference of the user affect the 
design of the chair.
Again the form is not the real value for this experiment 
but the ability to use parametric software to customize 
for specific inputs.
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The first chair experiments set the structural foundation for the Grasshopper inputs. Further 
development will use the above foundations as the starting points, allowing further iteration.
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Change in form comes from a series of points distributed along the frame that can be 
connected within Grasshopper in dynamic ways, when happy with the final form they are 
baked to be turned into useable geometry.
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Experimentations gaining complexity. When these lines are connected algorithmically the connections are then 
given form by converting the joined lines into piped data. These experiments have been designed considering 
personal aesthetic preference along with the most comfortable structure for sitting.
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Generation of form based upon specific 
inputs has shown that using Grasshopper 
will allow for a flexible iteration solution.
 The significance of this experiment shows 
customization is getting easier to achieve 
through advanced digital solutions.
Considering the results of this experiment 
alongside the aim to provide a flexible 
system of customization software 
integration will be essential throughout this 
thesis. To meet the complex values of 
individual identity software like 
Grasshopper that has a visual iteration 
component is very useful. 
OUTCOME
3D
SCANNING
What are the merits of digital 
iteration for mass customisation?
This experiment investigates being able to accurately 
represent the physical world within the digital. Designing for 
the individual may lead to needing accurate biometric 
measurements, 3D scanning will be useful for this aim.
3D scanning(Paquette, 1996) is used to capture the real world 
environment through a variety of different technologies, all to 
accurately translate that captured information into digital 
geometry. 3D scanning is commonly done through lasers or 
infra-red cameras etc.
3D scanning generally gathers point cloud data. This point 
cloud is then stitched back together in the digital environment 
to recreate the captured geometry.
The accuracy of the point cloud depends on the effectiveness 
of the 3D scanner. Scaling is also an important issue, as the 
applications for 3D scanning often requires high precision 
measuring. Being able to accurately understand the size & 
shape of the geometry represented will be essential for 
accurate customization.
The aim of this experiment is to explore the feasibility of 3D 
scanning using tools that are accessible to the general public. 
Accessibility is important to prove feasibility for early 
adoption within commercial application.
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MICROSOFT KINECT PC
Microsoft Kinect for PC is the quickest & simplest to use. The technology is based on Depth sensors, Infra red & 
photographic data capturing. The accuracy is great when caught with a steady hand. 
NEXT ENGINE LASER SCANNER
The Next engine laser scanner proves to be the most accurate due to the precision of laser collected data. The lasers 
sweep over the object, using the reflected information to piece together the surface of the object. With a size limit on 
what can be scanned this is only good for smaller objects.
123D CATCH
Developed by Autodesk this scanning software collates a series of photos to generate the 3D model. The app asks for 
30-40 pictures of the object from all directions. Once you upload the photos 123D catch tries to calculate the objects 
geometry, referencing the pictures. This has a lot of bugs however, with resulting models being unreliable & often 
faulty. It requires a lot of tries to produce a workable mesh.
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Effective 3D scanning with high accuracy & universal usability is a difficult 
combination to achieve on a limited budget.
The technologies investigated all seemed to compromise certain factors.
Next engine brought high resolution & accuracy, yet had such a small 
capture area that it was rendered useless for the needs of capturing the body.
123D Catch was easy to understand, very usable & mobile, needing only a 
phone or camera to capture the subject. It was highly unpredictable however, 
with an unacceptably low success rate. Only two out of ten captures were 
barely effective for use.
Microsofts Kinect produced the most consistent, usable results. The accuracy 
of the capturing system takes some practice to get consistent results, yet it was 
still a quick process. Resolution is high with a range of settings to improve the 
quality.
As a working solution the Kinect satisfies the aim of affordability, 
accessibility & portability. To have the longest reach for allowing customized 
goods to reach the public sector the before mentioned aims need to be taken 
into account.
In regards to gathering biometric data on the individual, 3D scanning offers 
a high level of accuracy to work from. The significance of this experiment 
shows 3D scanning as a viable tool entering the mainstream market that will 
allow a wider audience of accurate mass customized goods. 
OUTCOME
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MATERIAL 
CATALOGUE
Physical exploration of digital printing. 
Required to understand the physical 
attributes & limitations associated with 
additive manufacturing technologies. 
Research will lead potential application for 
final design phase.
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3D PRINTED CERAMIC // Ceramic in variety of colours
Ceramic
White Glossy
$0.18/cm2
$21.54
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
CERAMIC
FACET print for material tests //
Facet print is hollow //
Bounding Box: 58mm x 58mm x 58mm
Height: 49mm
Width: 57mm
Minimum Wall Thickness: 2mm
Maximum Wall Thickness: 5mm
“Ceramics is the first 3D printed food safe material available on Shapeways. The material is produced with fine ceramic powder, which is 
bound together with a binder, fired, and glaze with a lead-free, non-toxic finish. In addition to being food safe, the material is both recycla-
ble and heat resistant. This material is perfect for cups, saucers, plates, and even statues and figurines.
When designing for Ceramics, please take a good read through our design rules. Ceramics is one of the trickier materials to design for 
because you need to design a model that is printable, glaze-able, and can withstand the high heat of the kiln and the structural changes the 
oven causes to your model. For example, the model will deform at different rates in the kiln, so sharp edges are likely to crack. Softer, curved 
edges are preferred and will glaze without risking cracks in the material surface. For some designs with clear bottoms, the bottom side may 
remain unglazed. This is because we need to stand up the designs when putting the glazed piece in the oven. For all other designs, we will put 
the design on setters, which mean very small portions of your model (where the setter touches the model) will not be glazed. Due to the nature 
of glazing some geometries may cause uneven distribution of the glaze on pieces. The glaze will add thickness to features on pieces.
This material is watertight, not dishwasher safe, is recyclable, and is food safe. It is heatproof to 500C/932F degrees. Higher temperatures 
may significantly change material properties.”
SHAPEWAYS. http://www.shapeways.com/materials/ceramics 15/06/2012
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
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3D PRINTED CERAMIC // Gloss Black, Matte Black + Eggshell Blue
Ceramic
Glazed
$0.18/cm2
$21.54
Ceramic
Gloss Black Glaze
$0.18/cm2
$21.54
Ceramic
Avacado Green Glaze
$0.18/cm2
$21.54
Ceramic
Pastel Yellow Glaze
$0.18/cm2
$21.54
Ceramic
Eggshell Blue Glaze
$0.18/cm2
$21.54
Ceramic
Satin Black Glaze
$0.18/cm2
$21.54
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
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Alumide
29mm
Polished Alumide
$1.99/cm3
$5.50
Alumide
29mm
Standard
$1.99/cm3
$5.00
3D PRINTED ALUMIDE // Alumide Polished + Standard
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
ALUMIDE
FACET print for material tests //
Facet print is hollow //
Bounding Box: 30mm x 30mm x 30mm
Height: 29mm
Width: 26mm
Minimum Wall Thickness: 0.6mm
Maximum Wall Thickness: 2mm
“Alumide is Nylon Plastic filled with Aluminum dust. This dust gives Alumide the sparkle. We start with a bed of powder mix of Nylon Plastic 
and Aluminum powder. We sinter the powder with a laser layer by layer, solidfying the powder as we go. Because of this layer by layer 
process, some models may see a staircase effect (see picture above). How much you see this effect depends on how your model is oriented in the 
print tray. Our production planners are working hard to orient models optimally to ensure efficient and good lookin' trays. The Aluminum in 
this material makes the end result more brittle than our Strong & Flexible material.
We also offer Polished Alumide, which is a smoother version of Alumide. This material is great for jewelry or anything that needs a futuristic 
look. It gives your model a matte metallic-like finish without having to pay the price of our Stainless Steel and Silver material.
This material is not watertight, not dishwasher safe, not recyclable, and not foodsafe. It is heatproof to 172C/342F degrees. Higher tempera-
tures may significantly change material properties.”
SHAPEWAYS. http://www.shapeways.com/materials/alumide 15/06/2012
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
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3D PRINTED METAL // Printed in a variety of Metals
Metal
29mm
Gold Plated Glossy
$8.00/cm3
$25.00
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
METAL 
FACET print for material tests //
Facet print is hollow //
Bounding Box: 30mm x 30mm x 30mm
Height: 29mm
Width: 26mm
Minimum Wall Thickness: 0.6mm
Maximum Wall Thickness: 2mm
“3D printed stainless steel has a slightly pitted surface finish for that vintage, steam punk look. This material can be polished smoother for 
jewelry, structural parts, and anything in between. Shapeways 3D printed stainless steel is very strong and rigid with similar properties to 
420 stainless steel, except it is infused with a bronze content of up to 30%. This gives some Stainless Steel objects a slightly bronze hue.
We deposit small drops of glue onto layers of stainless steel powder. Then a new layer of powder is spread and the process repeats until we 
have a fully printed tray. Then we take the printed objects out carefully. In this stage of the process, the objects are very fragile–similar to wet 
sand. After, we sprue the objects together and infuse them with bronze. Items closer to the bronze infusion start point will absorb more 
bronze. These items might look more golden than other items. We are working on standardizing the colors, but in the meanwhile, there will be 
some color differences in the models you may receive (see picture above). Then, we cut off the objects from the tree and polish them with a 
tumbler. Depending on how fragile the printed objects are we use different polishing media. This is why some objects may have a slightly 
shinier surface than others. After polishing,we spray on a sealant and ship to your doorstep.
This material is watertight, is dishwasher safe, not recyclable, and not foodsafe. It is heatproof to 831C/1528F degrees. Higher temperatures 
may significantly change material properties.”
SHAPEWAYS. http://www.shapeways.com/materials/steel 15/06/2012
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
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3D PRINTED METAL // Bronze Plated Matte & Plated Gloss + Stainless Steel
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
Metal
29mm
Bronze Plated Matte
$8.00/cm3
$23.50
Metal
29mm
Bronze Plated Gloss
$8.00/cm3
$23.50
Metal
29mm
Stainless Steel
$8.00/cm3
$22.00
Metal
29mm
Gold Plate Matte
$8.00/cm3
$25.00
Metal
29mm
Gold Plated Glossy
$8.00/cm3
$25.00
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3D PRINTED FINE DETAIL PLASTIC // Fine detail plastic variety of colour
Fine Detail Plastic
White Detail
$2.99/cm3
$8.48
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
PLASTIC Fine Detail 
FACET print for material tests //
Facet print is hollow //
Bounding Box: 30mm x 30mm x 30mm
Height: 29mm
Width: 26mm
Minimum Wall Thickness: 0.6mm
Maximum Wall Thickness: 2mm
“This material is an acrylic-based photopolymer. We recommend using it for smaller, highly detailed objects where strength and temperature 
resistance above 50 degrees centigrade is less of an issue. Objects will be quite smooth. It also comes in 3 different colors: white, black, and 
transparent. Check on the photos below of each color.
This material is watertight, not dishwasher safe, not recyclable, and not foodsafe. It is heatproof to 48C/118.4F degrees. Higher temperatures 
may significantly change material properties.”
SHAPEWAYS. http://www.shapeways.com/materials/detail 15/06/2012
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
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3D PRINTED FINE DETAIL PLASTIC  // White Detail, Black Detail + Transparent Detail
Fine Detail Plastic
White Detail
$2.99/cm3
$8.48
Fine Detail Plastic
Black Detail
$2.99/cm3
$8.48
Fine Detail Plastic
Transparent Detail
$2.99/cm3
$8.48
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
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3D PRINTED FROSTED DETAIL PLASTIC // Frosted detail
Frosted Detail Plastic
Frosted Detail
$2.39/cm3
$9.78
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
PLASTIC Frosted Detail 
FACET print for material tests //
Facet print is hollow //
Bounding Box: 30mm x 30mm x 30mm
Height: 29mm
Width: 26mm
Minimum Wall Thickness: 0.6mm
Maximum Wall Thickness: 2mm
“Frosted Detail and Frosted Ultra Detail are UV cured acrylic polymer that is capable of incredibly fine details that are perfect for minia-
tures, model trains, and anything that requires a smooth and detailed finish. Particularly, if you intend to paint your model, the detail will 
really pop. Frosted Ultra Detail is brittle, especially around the minimum wall thickness. Thicker walls will result to stronger models. The 
material is slightly flexible and heat resistant up to 80/176 degrees C/F.
Due to the printing process, we need to place support material below the model. This support material can create small print lines in some 
parts, particularly if the part has flat surfaces. These print lines are small and not highly noticeable, however they will be exaggerated when 
painted. Take a look at the picture above to see the print lines, the scale of the ruler below is in centimeters.
The printing process used is Multijet Modeling (MJM). Molten plastic is deposited by print head onto platform in layers through several 
nozzles, essentially a large print head that sweeps across the build layer. As the heated material jets onto the build plate, it instantly solidifies. 
Afterwards, each layer is then cured, or polymerized by a wide area UV lamp after deposition. The next is applied and layers of thermoplas-
tics builds up. The products are printed on an aluminium tray. When printing is ready we place the aluminium trayin the freezer. After that, 
we get the models from the tray and put them in a basket. That basket we place in an oven to melt the wax away. After the oven we put the 
basket in a ultrasonic bath with oil to remove all wax rests. After the oil bath the product are really greasy, so we put the basket in another 
ultrasonic cleaner with water to flush all leftover oil away. Then we dab away the leftover water on the models.
This material is watertight, not dishwasher safe, not recyclable, and not foodsafe. It is heatproof to 80C/176F degrees. Higher temperatures 
may significantly change material properties.”
SHAPEWAYS. http://www.shapeways.com/materials/detail 15/06/2012
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
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3D PRINTED STRONG & FLEXIBLE PLASTIC // Strong & Flexible Plastic in a variety of colours
Strong & Felxible Plastic
White Polished
$1.40/cm3
$5.00
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
PLASTICS Strong & Flexible 
FACET print for material tests //
Facet print is hollow //
Bounding Box: 30mm x 30mm x 30mm
Height: 29mm
Width: 26mm
Minimum Wall Thickness: 0.6mm
Maximum Wall Thickness: 2mm
“The most popular material, the Strong & Flexible family is laser sintered nylon plastic that comes in a variety of colors and finishes. The 
material is incredibly versatile; when thin, it is flexible enough to be used for hinges and springs yet strong enough to be used as structural 
components when thicker. This material can be used for a wide variety of applications, from iPhone cases to jewelry, remote controlled 
quadcopters to wearable bikinis.
We start with a bed of powder, and then sinter the powder with a laser layer by layer, solidifying the powder as we go. Because of this layer 
by layer process, some models may see a staircase effect (see picture above). How much you see this effect depends on how your model is 
oriented in the print tray. Our production planners are working hard to orient models optimally to ensure efficient and good lookin' trays.
We also offer a volume and density discount on Strong & Flexible materials. For models that are greater than 10% dense (material volume 
divided by bounding box volume), after the first 20cm3, the remaining volume is calculated with a 50% discount.
This material is not watertight, is dishwasher safe, not recyclable, and not foodsafe. It is heatproof to 80C/176F degrees. Higher temperatures 
may significantly change material properties.”
SHAPEWAYS. http://www.shapeways.com/materials/strong-flexible 15/06/2012
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
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3D PRINTED STRONG & FLEXIBLE PLASTIC  // Coral Red Polished, Black, White
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
Strong & Flexible Plastic
Coral Red Polished
$1.40/cm3
$5.25
Strong & Flexible Plastic
Violet Purple
$1.40/cm3
$5.25
Strong & Flexible Plastic
White Polished
$1.40/cm3
$5.00
Strong & Flexible Plastic
Black
$1.40/cm3
$5.25
Strong & Flexible Plastic
White
$1.40/cm3
$4.30
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3D PRINTED SANDSTONE // Sandstone standard
Sandstone
Standard
$0.75/cm3
$4.50
Prices evaluated on the
15/06/2012
SANDSTONE
FACET print for material tests //
Facet print is hollow //
Bounding Box: 30mm x 30mm x 30mm
Height: 29mm
Width: 26mm
Minimum Wall Thickness: 0.6mm
Maximum Wall Thickness: 2mm
“The only material which allows for photo-realistic, color designs, Sandstone is made with Z-Corp printers and has a resolution of up to 
650x540 DPI. Figurines, life-like models, avatars and products which lend themselves to high-resolution designs are ideal. The material itself 
is gypsum-based powder that is bound together with an adhesive and simultaneously embedded with an ink jet head. The products are then 
finished with cyanoacrylate (same stuff super glue is made of) sealant to ensure durability and more vivid colors. The printed product is a 
hard, rigid material that is slightly brittle and not suited for structural parts under great load. However, they are great for little figurines and 
models of your favorite video game avatar. Some of our most successful products have been made with this material! Please keep in mind that 
Full Color Sandstone is brittle so be careful with your prints.
The colors we use are similar to Inkjet Printer coloring, which fades when wet. The same principle applies to 3D printed colors. In this photo, 
the original color was a sky blue (as represented in the lower right of the photo), and after we dipped the model in water the blue faded and 
whitened. This model should not be designed for applications that requires the model to touch water.
This material is not watertight, not dishwasher safe, not recyclable, and not foodsafe. It is heatproof to 60C/140F degrees. Higher tempera-
tures may significantly change material properties.”
SHAPEWAYS. http://www.shapeways.com/materials/sandstone 15/06/2012
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
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OUTCOME
The progression of digital materials.
Reflecting on the digital material research leads to understanding potential application 
for the final design phase, where the artifact will utilize the material properties most 
suitable for meeting aims of this thesis.
The significance of this chapter helped to further understand the inherent values of 
additive materials. In relationship to Whakairo (Carving) where the material is taken 
away from a piece to reveal the work, additive manufacturing builds upon the past, 
adding layer upon layer, revealing form. This additive process shares values with my 
values of Maori Tikanga, as spoken of in the background chapter, where culture is passed 
on & taught by building upon our past, constantly evolving through the lives of new 
generations carrying the values of their ancestors. Investigating additive manufacturing 
has shown the shared values with my Cultural values. 
As a new technology 3D printings process is very easy to relate to when coming from a 
value sensitive background, especially from a Maori cultural perspective. Through 
additive manufacturing the opportunities for greater form generation are unprecedented. 
Yet it can also be seen from a conceptual point of view, where this technology may lead to 
greater participation from those communities disengaged with the current method of 
mass manufacturing where the values are not so clearly aligned with cultural values.
Material research has led to further research into product design that would benefit from 
the qualities the digital materials offer.
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CONCLUSION
Where to from the experiment phase?
The experiments within this chapter have explored:
 -Personal Identity, by looking at systems that allow for flexible design of   
 objects  through parametric customisation. 
 -Biometric data collection by exploring the versatility of accessible soultiuons  
 readily available to the general public. 
 -Digital manufacturing by investigating the variety of materials coming   
 through the 3D printers. 
These explored aspects related to the projects mentioned within the background 
chapter that have been the most inspirational in terms of potential directions to the 
curiosity of this thesis.
The value sensitive approach is emphasized in reflection as it can keep the move 
towards digital processes centred on the needs of humanity. The future of technology 
will constantly evolve & advance, without a principled approach to implementing 
these tools within design we may find ourselves with great technical ability but with no 
relationship with our values as individuals. 
Moving forward this thesis will re-evaluate the defined criteria to establish a suitable 
vehicle in which to continue this journey of design. 
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FINAL XYZ DESIGN
THESIS BY COMPOSITION
The final design phase is where I combine all my 
research into items of fashion & footwear with the 
aim to embody within these objects the values of a 
personal identity. The greater goal is the 
development of principles that will allow for 
greater levels of customization through the aid of 
digital manufacturing.
Clothing is used as a way to project personal 
identity, it is an extension of our consciousness or 
how we want the world to view our identities. For 
this reason the projects presented here have been 
designed to enhance the ability to communicate 
personal identity through wearable artifact.
Achieving success will be measured by how 
completely the needs of an individual have been 
met. The value sensitive methodology which 
prescribes a method to achieve this has been 
defined singularly, through the three aspects that 
attribute to the method, & collectively, how these 
three aspects interconnect to create an artifact 
which has complexity imbued within.
Within this chapter the three aspects are 
combined, the sum being greater than the singular.
This chapter will commence through the 
following: 
XYZ CLOTHING:
INTRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
FINAL DESIGNS
CONCLUSION
XYZ Footwear:
INTRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
CONCLUSION
098 XYZ:
INTRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
FINAL DESIGN
CONCLUSION
151 XYZ:
INTRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
FINAL DESIGN
CONCLUSION
*
* XYZ comes from the co-ordinates used to create 3-dimensional geometry. It is used within 
this thesis as the title to depict the multiple aspects that are needed to achieve a full 
understanding. Each co-ordinate represents specific information, when combined it represents 
the totality of a design.
“The most important kind of freedom is to be what you really are. You trade in your reality for a role. You trade in 
your sense for an act. You give up your ability to feel, and in exchange, put on a mask. There can't be any 
large-scale revolution until there's a personal revolution, on an individual level. It's got to happen inside first.” 
Jim Morrison
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XYZ CLOTHING
DIGITAL TAILORING
Catered for the one, 
in a system for the many.
When it comes to self-expression there can be nothing more visually perceptive & 
more persistently in the public eye than our choice of clothing(Miller and Davis et al, 1982). 
Our attention to what we wear on a day to day basis whether consciously or 
subconsciously communicates a message about identity(Feinberg and Mataro et al,1992).
What has been learnt throughout the experimenting phase & the precedent analysis 
phase points to a time where unique objects can be designed with specificity, 
encouraging more intimate relationships with objects.
The aim of this design phase will be to see how clothing can be designed that 
efficiently considers unique body shape, resulting in clothing that is designed flexibly 
with user participation. 
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DEVELOPMENT
Development of the final XYZ clothing starts with 3D scanning. Experience 
with scanning from the experimental phase has shown the versatility of the 
Kinect in gathering accurate biometric data. To simulate the preferred 
amount of user interaction XYZ Clothing will be rely upon digital 
measurements from 3D scanning. The aim is to prove the feasibility of digital 
measurements being all that is needed to construct perfect fitting garments. 
Physical measurements will be kept to a minimum where possible.
Following the scanning phase further digital manipulation is used in varying 
software programs to manipulate the pattern profiles. This manipulation was 
firstly carried out to test the effectiveness of the digital fit through lasercut 
prototypes. Once satisfied the theory of digital fitting was proven accurate the 
customization of the patterns began.
The following explanations will go into further detail.
Digital reliance for perfect fit.
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BIOMETRIC DATA
3D SCANNING
The 3D scan is used as the only measurement system. This scan can now be used in a variety 
of software packages that allow simulated draping on the geometry. Designing patterns that 
accurately fit to the individual’s body was also achieved through 2D programs such as 
Adobe Illustrator. Once the scanned data was confirmed to produce an accurate fit the 
customizing phase was also validated as the patterns for each garment could be easily tested 
in the virtual world.
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LASER CUT PATTERNING The altered pattern from the 3D scan is then taken into Adobe 
Illustrator where the pattern is converted into a useable file type. 
Once in Illustrator additional customization can further extend the 
expression of self.
The introduction of the laser cutter decreases manual labour, which 
in the phase of garment production can be time consuming. When 
the garment being made is a tailor made item the pattern cutting 
phase would normally be handcut due to the unique nature of the 
pattern.
With the introduction of the lasercutter the ability to have higher 
volume bespoke items increases. The laser cutter can cut a typical 
pattern within 2 minutes.
Once the patterns are cut on the laser cutter they are ready to fit 
back into the established garment construction infrastructure.
Automated sewing has not yet been able to penetrate deeply into the 
garment construction phase due to the high dexterity needed  to 
work with fabric. The time saved in the pattern design phase & the 
cutting phase means customized garments are becoming greatly 
accessible when technology is used effectively.
Sewing by hand still dominates the garment industry so the digital 
front end will have a limited effect on the industry.
Use of digital manufacturing.
SEWING
Back into the established
infrastructure.
Example of illustrator file.
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FINAL DESIGN
Shirts & Pants
No physical dimensions taken, all data is processed from the 3D scan.
Iteration through digital means enables the freedom of choice. 
All garments have come from the single 3D scan & altered accordingly from the two start patterns below. The 
patterns have been altered by direct user customization. The relationship to self is emphasized through the perfect 
fit of the items, this perfect fit is unique to their body alone. The visual narrative projects the confidence of self as 
attained through a more intimate relationship with artifact. Given the opportunity to create garments that are 
made only for the individual value is imbued from birth & established through experience.
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sleeves.
front panel.
back panels.
Catered to fit. T Shirt has been altered to fit the contours of my body perfectly, aesthetic consideration reflects my 
personal preference for tops that are longer than average. The rough finish around the edge reflects my value in 
aesthetics that are both precise & rough at the sametime.
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sleeves.
front panel.
back panels.
hood.
Long sleeve top to custom hood. Tapered sleeve are a personal preference in fit as most off the shelf long sleeves 
tend to be too loose. An elongated back panel accentuates a layering effect. 
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sleeves.
front panel.
back panels.
hood.
Long sleeve light cardigan with exagerated hood lapels. 
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sleeves.
front panel.
back panels.
hood.
Light winter jacket. This design reflects the versatility of custom designed apparel. The front button panel can be 
unzipped to lighten the garment. 
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sleeves.
front panel.
back panels.
Light woolen jersey with front pocket.
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sleeves.
front panel.
back panels.
Light woolen cardigan with open paneling at front.
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CUSTOMIZED PANTS.
Drop crotch tapered pants. The fit & style 
is my personal preference.
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DESIGNED FOR ACCURACY.
Clothing no longer needs to be 
small, medium, large.
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CONCLUSION
“the killer APP for personal fabrication is fulfilling individual desires rather 
than meeting mass-market needs.” 
Neal Gershenfeld.
This chapter explores designing form fitting 
clothing based on the values of an individual. 
Given the opportunity to create bespoke 
clothing through digital manufacturing the 
principles of value sensitive design made sure 
the most important aspects of individuality 
were present.
Some significant improvements to the existing 
infrastructure of clothing manufacture were 
made apparent during this process also. 
The time & labour intensive practice of 
personal tailoring can now become just as 
efficient & economical as the mass 
manufactured garments. By shifting to a 
digitally focused front end the barriers to 
obtaining unique custom fit clothing can be 
available to the general public. The charge for 
time & labour can become less of a barrier & 
cost can be focused towards traditional 
construction systems, where normally the high 
cost involved would attribute to the time in 
measuring & pattern making.
Alongside the benefits to the current setup to 
garment manufacturing you have the ability to 
customize to the specificity of the client. 
Personal taste can be accounted for if the 
designer is willing to partake in a symbiotic 
relationship with their designs, allowing the 
input from others to tweak, alter or change 
their vision to best fit their own identity.
This dictatorship of intellectual property is 
both a positive & negative. Positive because 
intellectual work should stay with the 
originator. Negative because the designer is 
demanding the user to by in to a projection of 
someone else’s fantasy, instead of being 
empowered to reflect their own.
Mass customization within the fashion industry 
is going to happen, whether through this 
project or through new commercial 
application. The role of the designer 
throughout this transition should then move 
into a facillatory role, defining constraints that 
allow for symbiotic expression without 
sacrificing professional integrity or losing the 
purpose of the artifact.
The major limitations of XYZ Clothing has been the reflection of meaningful identity. My 
personal aesthetic choices in clothing fails to show off the accuracy of garment fitting from 3D 
scanning. Even though the clothing fits my body accurately the aesthetic look is less effective in 
portraying this level of accuracy in biomechanical performnce. The clothing aesthetic also lacks 
the embodiment of my full desire to capture the more complex aspects of my identity. Moving 
forward the designs need to be more expressive, reflecting the need for such accuracy of biometric 
data.
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XYZ FOOTWEAR
Objects of intimacy. 
XYZ Clothing failed to push digital manufacturing 
to its limits. The conclusion fulfilled the needs of the 
individual but the complexity of embodied 
narrative was missing.
XYZ Footwear responds to the conclusion found in 
XYZ Clothing by switching to a more specialized 
site, requiring a highly specialized resolution. The 
foot is less forgiving when it comes to fit, the 
relationship with the shoe requires greater 
intimacy. XYZ Clothing failed to emphasize the 
importance of custom fit, XYZ Footwear responds 
to this in the following chapters.
Rapid manufacturing has proven to be an avenue 
that allows for creative access to a multitude of 
fields often encumbered by bulky manufacturing 
methods & costly monetary investments(Lee and Chen, 
1999). The manufacturing of footwear is one such 
field being opened up due to rapid manufacturing.
The foot has been chosen as the final site due to its 
specific needs in relationship to the design solution 
along with the ability to utilize new dual materials 
in a footwear solution. This relationship allows me 
to explore the many complex facets to designing a 
shoe based on the merits of rapid manufacturing.
This section describes the process of development 
employed to seek a solution that incorporates all 
the learnt knowledge into a form that meets the 
needs of the individual along with improving the 
biomechanical function of the foot through 
support, comfort & alignment.
The order of work is as follows:
XYZ Footwear:
DEVELOPMENT
PARAMETRIC ITERATION
CONCLUSION
098 XYZ:
INTRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
FINAL DESIGN
CONCLUSION
151 XYZ:
INTRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
FINAL DESIGN
CONCLUSION
28
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SKETCH DEVELOPMENT
This section is the early development of footwear ideas that were still 
too much to bit off by plunging straight into digital design. The aim was 
to define the form on paper so there was a clear visualisation to design 
for within the digital environment.
Hand drawn sketching gave great insights into what I personally 
wanted the aesthetics to focus on. When I was comfortable with the 
information gathered from pen to paper sketching I moved into 
illustrator to practice 2 dimensional form creation using similar tools 
that I would find within Rhino, such as the blend tool. This 2 
dimensional development stage furthered my understanding of what I 
would aim to accomplish within the 3 dimensional design spheres. 
Using illustrator as a buffer before full emersion into 3 dimensional 
design. 
Sketch development only serves to satisfy basic form generation, the 
main goal is to leave behind traditional design techniques & rely solely 
upon digital iteration.
finding comfort in familiarity.
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Traditional sketch development.
Form exploration seeking an aesthetic resolution which accentuates the contours of the foot. The designs keep in mind the traditional 
elements of footwear design, but still have a eye towards using digital manufacturing techniques in the composition.
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ILLUSTRATOR SKETCHING
Shifting away from tradition.
Early digital development testing the possibilities within 2D software packages.
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Iterations within the digital landscape to inspire direction for the final form.
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The final “sketching” phase before moving solely into the 3D world.
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BIOMECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT
Customizing fit starts with taking a plaster cast of the 
feet. This traditional practice is messy & time 
consuming, where the process can take up to 
45-60mins. Once this mold is set, the foot can now be 
reshaped or designed for to produce the best fit 
possible.
With 3D scanning the foot can now be accurately 
captured in 1-4min. Once the data is captured the 
foot can now be reshaped & designed, taking into 
consideration multiple machining options.
Both traditional & digital processes were explored. 
In the end the accuracy of the Next engine laser 
scanner was used to take the scan of the plaster 
mold. Future practice will benefit from the 3D 
scanning process as technology advances towards 
more portable options, which became available 
midway through this research.
Once the foot was within the digital realm improving   
the biomechanical function was designed to support 
the arch, align the Achilles & provide comfort for the 
foot through stability. Dr. Terry Ruwhiu a practicing 
Podiatrist from Melbourne directed the analysis of 
the foot & provided necessary information on how to 
best improve the performance of footwear.
The most common application of improved function 
of the foot comes in the form of orthotics, shoe inserts 
that are customized to improve stability, comfort & 
alignment.
Perfecting fit.
Expertise provided by Podiatrist Terry Ruwhiu.
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Analysis considers the natural position of rest with 
natural weight added, shown alongside the 
corrected foot posture when using the 3D printed 
customized orthotic.
Pressure sensor readings analyzing the stress on 
the foot when in a dynamic movement. The right 
foot is under more pressure than the left due to a 
calf injury that has meant over compensation on 
the right foot, showing heavier strain under the 
metatarsal joint & heel.
Leftside: Foot alignment when standing 
normally with full weight.
Rightside: Foot alignment when using the 
customised orthotic with full weight.
COMFORT
ALIGNMENT
STABILITY
GATHERING INDIVIDUAL
BIOMETRIC DATA
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CUSTOMISED ORTHOTICS
The exploration of rapid manufacturing in the 
development of customised footwear.
As previously mentioned the most common practice of 
improved comfort & performance comes from customized 
Orthotics. Orthotics is the suggested solution by up-to 72%(Orf 
and Keenan et al, 2001) of practicing Podiatrists within the 
Australasia region. Although a topic of debate amongst some 
podiatric specialists(Doc and Doc, 2013), the general consensus is 
that prescribed orthoses produces positive results.
The determining factor is the uniqueness of the foot. The foot is 
a highly evolved site on the body, where the attitude that one 
size fits all applications leads to further complications in the 
long term.
The hypothesis of the importance of individualized design is 
strengthened when dealing with the foot, as no two feet on the 
anybody are the same. An individualized solution is most 
needed for the foot where bad design is easily highlighted. 
Whereas the research into XYZ Clothing lacked this need for 
precision as clothing is more forgivable.
The following designs fit the contours of the individual 
perfectly thanks to 3D scanning.
3D printed orthotics. 
Designed from 3D scans to 
improve Comfort, 
Alignment & Stability.
3D printed orthotics. Bone 
inspired flexible sole 
added.
Geometry inspection on the 
bone constructed orthotics.
Range of chronological 
tests exploring early 
orthotic development.
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PARAMETRIC ITERATION
Customization based upon multiple inputs.
Following on from the experiments within chapter 3 
the complexity of inputs for the parametric 
modeling has been used to inform the variations of 
shoe designs.
The designs are driven by the specific values of the 
individual; in this case my own values are used as 
the inputs guiding the parametric iterations. 
The following parametric explorations are 
derivatives of these abstractions, reflecting my 
personal identity.
The integrity of the Maori cultural values has been 
important to uphold. The following designs are 
interpretations of my Maori & European decent. 
The visual language has taken cues from Maori 
weaving techniques, tukutuku pattern & the 
contemporary visual language of one’s biological 
origins, linking back to nature.
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Fractured Lattice
Fractured & rough. These designs focus on aspects of the individual that are seen 
to be weaknesses, such as impatience. The embodiment of flaws within one’s self.
Parametric input for this shoe focused on the points & vertices of the shoe surface 
to produce a latticed structure. This lattice structure was then culled to produce 
more irregularities where Grasshopper could not connect clean geometry.  
Panneling
This set of designs explore the use of panneling singular geometries to form one 
object. Each of these designs start with a single form that then gets distributed 
along the surface of the shoe in vairying densities. This design explores the idea of 
singular aspects of personal identity coming together to form the unified object. 
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Aging
This set of designs explore the act of aging. Our identity is fluid, we are constantly changing 
as our experiences accumulate, this evolution of identity is also connected to the fact that we 
age. This parametric simulation plays on this act of aging by reflecting the aging process of 
the individual. From left to right we go from youthfullness to adulthood followed by the 
ravages of a life lived full.
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Surface Patternation
This set explores the use of patternation along the surface of the foot. Inspired by 
Tamoko the use of surface paternation relates to the biomechanical movement of 
the bone structure underneath the surface, indicating how the foot needs to flex 
whilst also making that flexing action more effective. The use of ornamentation 
becomes crucial to enhancing the movement of the foot.
Stretch Lattice
Building upon the above designs of stretch to fit footwear this set explores the structure that would allow for 
flexibility if printed in rubber. This set is inspired by the lattice & honeycomb qualities that may result in a seemingly 
delicate design opportunities.
Stretch Weave
Exploring the potential for flat print footwear. This design looks at weaves & 
geometry that will allow for stretch to fit after printing in digital material, 
preferably rubber.
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Dual Material
This set explores the potential for dual material 3D printing. Considering the opportunities within certain machines 
the print in dual materials, these designs investigate the creation of digital geometries that provide intricate 
detailing that will allow for a mixture of print information.
Conceptually this exploration starts to show the merging of my Maori cultural values with my NZ European 
upbringing. The skeletal cell structure are my core values of lineage & family, this is where I have the most strength 
of identity. The skeletal structure is the foundation of my identity; the parts of my identity still being learnt are 
shown in black or red, filling the holes or growing upon the sure foundation. This design depicts my ever growing 
sense of self.
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Weaving
Inspired by Whatu (Maori weaving) these designs seek to explore digital weaving. An interpretation of a traditional 
technique of Whatu(Paama-Pengelly, 2010) these shoes are an evolution of the practice that produced intricate patterns & 
structures prized by the tribe. The design of the sole mimics the bone growth of the individual tying them to the land 
which they come from. A weaving which binds physical & spiritual into the artefact.
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Cell Division
This set has been inspired by cell division within the human body. As an interpretation of the idea of building 
upon the past from Tikanga Maori(Paama-Pengelly, 2010) tradition the use of the individual’s biological data is 
abstracted to create the form of the shoe. Emphasizing connections to past whilst also adding to the future.
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Biological Connections
This set of designs explores the cultural values of the individual with the land. Inspiration has come from cell 
division happens within the body & organic life. This design projects the biological similarities we share with the 
natural environment, emphasizing the connection to the land(Paama-Pengelly, 2010). This design symbolizes merging 
with the land by exposing that on a biological level there is a shared history.
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NESTING.
Whanau (family) is precious. From a cultural perspective growing up in an environment where Whanau 
importance was stressed the possibility for family creation became an important aspect of this set of designs. The 
precision of the 3D printer ensures that any space can be considered throughout the design phase. The use of the 
void space within the shoe can be used more effectively when putting smaller shoes within. Ensuring that when 
one family member gets a new pair of shoes there are considerations for the whole family.
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OUTCOME
Flexible customization facilitated by complex parametric input.
Each set of designs has focused on certain aspects of individuality specific to my 
personal identity. Certain designs failed to inspire further development either due 
to lack of development or due to getting off course in relation to the brief.
The aim of this parametric iteration process was to prove whether or not digital 
design could provide a flexible solution for mass customization, optimally using 
parametric software. Each design phase was governed by parametric inputs that 
would result in an aesthetic which expressed the values of the individual.
Reflecting upon the variety of designs as the result of diverse inputs it is safe to 
conclude that parametric iteration for the purpose of allowing an individual full 
creative expression is an effective method.
This conclusion is significant as it suggests mass customization can go beyond 
facilitated customization (where you choose the best out of a range of options.) 
towards integrated customization (where the artifacts are uniquely created using 
software systems that have no pre-determined outcome.). Allowing for completely 
original designs that are more like a signature.
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098 XYZ
Merging tradition with digital technologies.
098 XYZ is a shoe that seeks to understand the 
creation of footwear from a more traditional 
perspective to find the possibilities of introducing 
the benefits of digital manufacturing.
098 XYZ is designed as a bridge from XYZ 
Clothing into 151 XYZ Shoe which is a 
completely 3D printed footwear solution. XYZ 
Clothing introduces lasercutting as a digital 
manufacturing technique, but fails to push the 
technology further. 098 XYZ incorporates digital 
manufacturing at a much more specialized level, 
where the requirements of the process with 
material require greater technical ability.
098 XYZ explores the interface between 
craft(Alfoldy, 2007)
& computer aided design (CAD). They both
operate within the same space at the moment as
digital manufacturing is still early enough along
where the explorers pushing the tools have more 
in
harmony with the crafts than with mass
manufacturing. Expressing craft with 3D 
printing
seeks to enhance the benefits of both mediums
without drawing attention to their shortcomings.
This expression of my whakapapa or ancestry is 
an important aspect of my identity. Finding 
ways to embody this narrative eventuate into 
designs that are inherently separate pieces, yet 
together form a whole.
In this my ancestry is shown through the 
material choices & techniques being used. 
Leather for tradition, or old knowledge. 3D 
printed Nylon symbolizing the new knowledge. 
When combined the object becomes a 
contemporary expression of my view of personal 
identity.
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DEVELOPMENT
3D PRINTING:
The inputs for this stage focused on very ordered geometric
 form, this is due to the fact that I wished to express the 
clarity in which I see the European side of my ancestry. It 
feels very ordered & sharp, it feels modern, like a
city scape horizon. Capturing this direction took the
parametric iteration process through a series of precise
subsurface divisions & deformations to create clean lines
of connected geometry
LASERCUTTING:
The inspiration for the leather upper looked to traditional
lashing techniques which Maori are well known for. The
leather work is an interpretation of this concept as the
pieces were cut on the lasercutter then connected together
through hand lashing. The associated narrative is 
sought through the use of leather as a natural material,
more in harmony with the values of connecting back to the
land
3D prints & Lasercut leather.
Grasshopper working definition for 098 XYZ.
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3D printed Nylon polyamide.
The sole is printed in a durable yet rigid plastic, which is not ideal for footwear. In the 
future the objective would be to incorporate a more flexible material into the design. 
However the shape of the foot is supported & aligned.
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DIGITAL FILES
LASERCUT UPPER PROFILE
3D SCANNED FOOT
CUSTOMIZED SHOE SOLE
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Construction elements. 
The lasercut profiles used the biometric measurements from the 3D scanned foot to ensure a leather upper 
that wraps around the foot perfectly. The experience from using 3D scanning to make customized clothing 
was vital in understanding the intricacies of developing patterns for the foot..
Lasercut leather. 
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098 XYZ FINAL DESIGN
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The 098 XYZ shoe improves biomechanical performance by understanding the needs of the 
individual through the capturing of biometric data. The shoe harkens back to traditional 
hand craft within the footwear industry but points towards a future where the shoe can be 
re-imagined alongside digital technologies.
This footwear solution puts on display my identity of dual heritage; it is a celebration of the 
sum being stronger than the singular parts. Symbolizing the importance for tradition 
taken from my Maori values leather is used, lashed together by hand emphasizing 
specialized knowledge from the past. The contemporary upbringing which was more 
dominant in my life is represented through 3D printing; it is the first point of contact with 
the earth as it is this side of my upbringing which is more grounded & firm.
Together the form presents a unified whole, the separate identities are real yet they cannot 
be understood alone. If we are the sum of all our experiences then this shoe represents the 
experience of growing up with a Maori Mother & a New Zealand European Father
.
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CONCLUSION
Embodied dual consciousness.
This chapter explored moving from current methods of footwear construction to future 
methods of footwear construction; it became quite apparent that digital technologies allow 
convention to be left behind. This work is mainly about the ability to design based upon the 
values of the individual, yet it is also about the potential for new levels of expression 
through more advanced manufacturing.
The advantage of using advanced manufacturing for the design of the sole brings the 
bespoke footwear industry a step closer to becoming more accessible to bespoke design as 
the sole is an aspect in footwear that is difficult to create without mass manufacturing 
tools. As a concept this shoe proves that performance can be factored into footwear 
solutions that are more handcraft(Alfoldy, 2007) than mass manufacture. The material 
technology for 3D printing is rapidly advancing with rubber-like materials already on the 
market, which will improve the feasibility of 3D printing within footwear.
098 XYZ expresses my duality of consciousness. Personal identity is expressed as the 
customization of the shoe focused on being flexible to meet the challenges of designing 
based upon conceptual considerations along with technical considerations. Digital 
manufacturing was taken further than it was in XYZ clothing & previous experiments, yet 
the material choice is still limiting the potential of practical applications.
Pressing forward the next project will need to make better material decisions to prove that 
digital manufacturing has real world potential in the footwear industry. The next solution 
will also need to be fully digital, as progression suggests traditional convention is left 
behind.
Conceptually the 098 XYZ shoe is very successful as it embodies the depth of my identity 
within an object that has a practical application. It satisfies my aesthetic sensibilities along 
with my need for personal expression.
The value sensitive approach provides significant guidance during the design phase. 
Throughout this section I was reliant upon & very conscious of the values of the 
individual, the material & the narrative.
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151 XYZ
Dynamic digital footwear.
Picking up where the 098 XYZ shoe left off this 
design solution addresses the shortcomings of 
printing in a rigid material.
151 XYZ has been designed to leave behind 
convention & to allow the individual total 
control over self-expression. 098 XYZ 
emphasized the potential of hand craft 
techniques in respect to
traditional knowledge, 151 XYZ steps into 
unknown
territory by aiming to design the first wearable 
multi-material printed footwear solution. 
Though there have been 3D printed shoes 
before from designers Luc Fusaro, Ross Barber 
& Iris Van Herpen, their solutions used rigid 
nylon which has limited practical use. The 
closest to wearable flexible footwear during 
the time of this thesis has come from Hoon 
Chung from the UK, using a limited release 
material called TPU from I-Materialise (which 
has only just come to be available to the 
general public).
The 151 XYZ design focuses on the material 
experiments that further defined the possibility 
of using Objets Connex machine to print in 
multiple materials of varying density. Aiming 
to find a footwear solution that not only 
comforts & supports but is also wearable & 
allows for dynamic movement
151 XYZ will continue on from the parametric 
iteration introduction to this footwear 
component. 151 XYZ will use the nesting 
capabilities of printing with high precision to 
explore Whanau printing, where the void 
space can be converted into usable material.
The inspiration for this design centres on the 
values for connectedness to the land. Maori are 
Tangata Whenua (people of the land) meaning 
we have a value system that is connected to the 
natural environment, is evident throughout all 
facets of the Maori society. One way in which 
this is evidenced is by the concept of Tikanga, 
which was introduced in chapter 2, an aspect 
of Tikanga that is significant for this design is 
the building upon the past or expressing the 
origins of your specific Whakapapa.
I value these concepts as they have transcended 
the Maori cultural barriers & have become an 
important part of the totality of my personal 
identity, it has become a unifying theme in 
which I find strength to celebrate my 
uniqueness as an individual.
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DEVELOPMENT
Parametric design aligned with finding a way to express the cellular growth pattern 
common to all organic life. Going in this direction for the design was one of the 
strongest points of connection when considering expressing a concept that would 
symbolize the many aspects of personal identity.
The form for 151 XYZ was chosen from the exploration of parametric design in the 
XYZ Footwear chapter. The final design explorations considered inputs that expressed 
values important to the designer along with an aesthetic inspired by cell division.
Cellular growth symbolizes biological connection. It is this biological connection which 
runs in my veins when I talk about my ancestry, cell division is also shared by all 
growing life forms, which means at a microscopic level our connectedness to the land is 
closer than we may realize.
In order to ready this design for manufacturing the geometry needed to be cleaned up 
& tested on a 3D printer to experience full scale dimensions before committing to the 
rubber material of Objets Connex printer.
Design considerations at this stage of development factor in the physical practicalities 
of the Objet Connex material
& the strength of their rubber. The Objet machines build with a support material that 
comes in a gel like consistency which can be easily removed, yet it is stubborn when in 
large quantities. Also the strength of the rubber material was considered in relation to 
the experiments so the assigned consistency will always have a mix of plastic resin to 
ad tensile strength.
With these considerations in the mind the development stage becomes very linear, 
consisting of material & 3D geometry tests.
Embodied narrative facilitated by digital design.
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Test prints:
1/5 Scale print from Shapeways. Printed in sintered Nylon polyamide as the first gauge to the feasibility of 
going full scale. These test were also crucial as there were early complications with the files coming from 
Rhino & Grasshopper not being suitable for 3D printing. This was overcome by using a program called 
ZBrush which enabled the geometry to be cleaned & explored at a lower polygon count.
Test prints:
1/1 Scale print from Shapeways. Printed in sintered Nylon polyamide. This full scale version has slightly 
reduced wall thickness, which led me to believe that printing this file in rubber would result in easy 
breakage. Moving forward the 151 XYZ shoes wall thickness would be increased to 2mm instead of the 1mm 
wall thickness of the above model. Testing the prints in this fashion first provided the confidence to initiate 
the final 151 XYZ design.
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EXPLORING THE MATERIAL 
QUALITIES OF OBJETS MULTIPLE 
MATERIAL PRINTING//
TANGO BLACK is equal to full rubber.
VERO CLEAR is equal to full plastic.
This exploration considers the type of materials 
available for mixing & the quality of bond.
Potential applications for the use in 151 XYZ shoe.
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Experiments that explore the material properties of Objets Connex Printer.
Objets Connex machine is a printer that allows for a range of densities to be printed in a 
seamless way. The following material experiments explore the properties of these densities 
& how they interact with each other. The experiments allowed me to experience the 
physical properties along with looking for any weaknesses along the seam line, where the 
material densities merge.
TANGO BLACK is Objets full rubber range. TANGO WHITE is Objets full rubber 
range.
VERO CLEAR is Objets full plastic range, so the opposite spectrum than rubber. 
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Physical properties of varying density materiality. 
Looking at the seamless blend between materials 
& the possible failure along the seam line.
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Material experiments exploring the 
ability to make use of the build material 
that accompanies the printing process. 
The build material in these three 
examples fill the hollow cavities between 
the CAD geometry. 
Build material is essentially an 
afterthought when designing for 3D 
printing. About the only time this support 
material is being considered is when 
making sure you can clean the model 
after the printing process.
This support material has the potential to 
be utilised more effectively if the 
properties are understood. The initial 
material is in a gel substance consistency, 
as soon as pressure is applied it becomes 
flaky & can be rubbed off the model. 
As a material it is soft & sponge like 
which could be a good way to cushion 
from any substantial force. 
Graphically the support material can 
also be utilised as shown in figure 1. 
Where the build material is easily seen 
encased within the Vero Clear plastic.
Figure 2. Full Tango Black rubber with 
build material encased in the hollows of 
the geometry provide a cushioned sponge 
like quality which would be beneficial as 
a support structure for design.
Figure 3. Tango Black mixed with 20% 
Vero Clear to stiffen the density of the 
material, making it more rigid & 
stronger than full Tango Black rubber. 
The extra cushioning of the encased 
build material is felt a stiff yet supple 
density when pressure is applied. 
EFFICIENT USE OF 
BUILD MATERIAL
VERO CLEAR + TANGO BLACK
TANGO BLACK
TANGO BLACK + 20% VERO CLEAR
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
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MIXED DENSITY 
MATERIAL 
PROPERTIES.
VERO CLEAR WITH 
TANGO BLACK, 
MOVING TOWARDS 
50-50 TANGO WITH 
VERO.
The following material experiments 
explore the properties when printed 
at 0.5mm thickness. The physical 
properties at this level of thinness 
were printed to gauge the strength 
when printing so thin. The printer 
has the ability to go thinner than 
0.5mm but for my purposes this is as 
thin as I needed to test.
The strength of the prints at this level 
is still quite significant in relation to 
similar rubber materials of equal 
thinness.
These material samples highlight the 
gradual change in strength & 
flexibility when blending the 
properties of Vero Clear plastic with 
Tango Black rubber. The higher the 
concentration of rubber the quicker 
the material deteriorates, but the 
greater the flexibility.
This set of experiments shows the 
advances being made with digital 
materials. Being able to control the 
quantities of the blend gives 
designers a whole new element to 
consider.
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OBJET MATERIAL EXPERIMENTS//
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EXPLORING ELASTICITY OF 
OBJETS RUBBER LIKE
MATERIAL//
TANGO CLEAR is equal to full rubber.
VERO WHITE is equal to full plastic.
Objets rubber like range of materials are measured against the Shore Scale A 
value of hardness. 
The following tests the strength in controlled conditions of the photopolymer 
material. The aim of these tests is to determine the optimum mix of material 
density suitable for a shoe.
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3D PRINTED RUBBER VARIANTS  // Tango Clear + Vero White resin
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
STRETCH test//
Height: 20mm
Width: 35mm
Diameter: 1mm
STRETCH test//
Height: 24mm
Width: 40mm
Diameter: 2mm
STRETCH test//
Height: 24mm
Width: 40mm
Diameter: 2.6mm
OBJET CONNEX 
FLX9795-DM
100% Tango Clear Rubber
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3D PRINTED RUBBER VARIANTS  // Tango Clear + Vero White resin
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
STRETCH test//
Height: 20mm
Width: 35mm
Diameter: 1mm
STRETCH test//
Height: 24mm
Width: 40mm
Diameter: 2mm
STRETCH test//
Height: 24mm
Width: 40mm
Diameter: 2.6mm
OBJET CONNEX 
FLX9770-DM
90% Tango Clear Rubber, 10% Vero White Plastic
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3D PRINTED RUBBER VARIANTS  // Tango Clear + Vero White resin
OBJET CONNEX 
FLX9740-DM
80% Tango Clear Rubber, 20% Vero White Plastic
Strength   Detail   Smoothness   Flexibility   Glossiness   Transparency
STRETCH test//
Height: 20mm
Width: 35mm
Diameter: 1mm
STRETCH test//
Height: 24mm
Width: 40mm
Diameter: 2mm
STRETCH test//
Height: 24mm
Width: 40mm
Diameter: 2.6mm
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CONCLUSION
One major significant insight was the need to mix the rubber with plastic to 
ensure a stronger bond. When the rubber material was used on its own the 
snapping point was very low, the strength came when atleast 20% of the bond 
was dedicated to the Vero plastic material. 
By mixing the Vero Plastic with the Tango Rubber you sacrifice the elasticity for 
strength, yet the flex of the mixed materials was still considerable, allowing the 
material to stretch beyond the breaking point of the Tango Rubber on its own.   
Having control over material application within a 3D print setup has opened 
the doors for greater complexity. 
This material knowledge has proven the suitability of 3D printing a dual 
material shoe. Controlling the elasticity & rigidity within the shoe will greatly 
enhance the function, increasing the design considerations to improve the 
biomechanical needs of the foot.
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Multi- Part Assembly
The multiple parts that are required 
for assigning varying densities 
within 151 XYZ. 
Ankle Joint Flex: This rea on the foot requires a wide 
range of flexibility yet needs to offer support. A material 
density of approximately 10% Vero Clear plastic with 
90% Tango Black Rubber will be printed.
Tarsal joint flexor: Situated just over the tarsal bones 
this area has been designed to allow more flex when the 
foot flexes moving forward, yet needs more strength as 
it is a high movement area. The assigned material 
density is approximately 20% Vero Clear plastic with 
80% Tango Black Rubber
Flexible & supportive upper. The upper requires 
strength in its material make-up, due to the rigours of 
wear & tear that it will be put through. Consideration 
has been given to comfort & added rigid support. The 
assigned material density is approximately 40% Vero 
Clear plastic with 60% Tango Black Rubber
Out sole. The outsole has been designed as the connector 
between the upper & bottom soles, this is due to the fade 
the material densities to minimise areas of weakness 
between densities that are rigid & flexible. It also 
functions as a supportive layer for the foot Arch. The 
assigned material density is approximately 40% Vero 
Clear plastic with 60% Tango Black Rubber
Top sole. The first point of contact between the sole of 
the foot & the 151 XYZ shoe, this part considers a 
comfortable surface for the foot to rest on that offers 
cushioning. The assigned material density is 
approximately 30% Vero Clear plastic with 70% Tango 
Black Rubber
Base sole. Functioning as the support for the foot to 
ensure comfort, alignment & stability. This part requires 
rigidity, yet needs to allow the foot to flex. The assigned 
material density is approximately 50% Vero Clear 
plastic with 50% Tango Black Rubber
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151  XYZ FINAL DESIGN
The final design of 151 XYZ seeks to express the connection between land & body. 
Inspiration came from the imagery of cell division, which led to consider the 
abstract concept of ancestry being within DNA. This design uses this idea as the 
structure for the shoe, so that I am reminded that on a cellular level my connection 
to the natural environment & my heritage is closer than I perceive. Conceptually 
this solution is an embodiment of the part of my identity that is seeking more 
personalized interactions with artifacts that are so intimate.
Performance wise this solution is made for my foot exactly. It considers the 
biometric measurements gathered through 3D scanning, pressure sensitive data & 
gait, in order to inform the proper consideration for dynamic movement & 
support.
Being, if not, the first fully customized wearable 3D printed shoe, then one of the 
first that can be worn straight from the printer.
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Once the shoe parts have been checked over for machine compatibility the printing 
process can begin. Here we see the printing process in action using UV light to quick 
set the resin material.
At the end of the process the print is encased within a gel like build material which 
needs to be cleaned. It is this post printing work that requires machine & material 
knowledge when considering the limitations of your geometry.
151 XYZ
OBJET 
CONNEX
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS
UV CURING
The process in which the photo polymer resins are set & hardened. Objets 
machines use this form of curing to rapidly turn the liquid extruded material 
into a solid.
Organic plant matter uses photosynthesis to convert light energy to fuel. This 
form of energy conversion fuels the daily activities of the plant.
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NESTING:
To utilize the void space within the shoe it will be filled with 2 smaller shoes. This is as a concept for Whanau 
(family) printing, where the opportunity lies within the ability to create form within form, utilizing the benefits of 
3D printing. The inserted shoes also embody the identity of the wearers, as in this case it symbolizes Kalani my wife 
& a potential child, far into the future.
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151 XYZ PHYSICAL
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WHANAU PRINTING
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240mm
170mm
306mm
130mm
95mm
68mm
Full scale 151 
XYZ shoe. 
Consisting of up 
to 6 parts to 
make the whole, 
with 6 ranges of 
material density.
Full scale. Shoe 
designed with 
two parts, an 
upper & the sole. 
A range of two 
material densities 
within this print. 
Designed for 
Kalani.
Full scale. Shoe 
designed as a 
potential baby 
shoe. Printed 
with dual 
material density, 
which may help 
the formation of 
children feet.
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CONTEXT
Connections back to the land.
My values within this scene revolve around the message 
that my heritage belongs closer to nature.
How would someone perceive this object if they found 
it upon the beach? Would they believe it was natural or 
man-made? Does it belong?
Within this context the inspiration for the aesthetic 
direction is made obvious. The origins are blurred 
between biological & synthetic.
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WEAR
From the printer to the foot.
Printing in a rubber-like material with varying densities was 
the only solution in order to design for a practical application.
Though still very conceptual & early in the development 
process the ability to wear a printed shoe with comfort relies 
heavily on materiality. This design relies on the fact that 
printing in multiple materials became available during the 
time of this research.
Wearing the shoe provides the same comfort as an orthotic 
solution. It is flexible & supple in the right places. 
The material strength needs improvement however as it can 
tear easily. Photo polymer materials tend to have a higher 
deterioration period also, so not ideal for a long term solution 
to mass customized footwear.
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CONCLUSION
Unified values within object.
151 XYZ is the embodiment of my values within a footwear solution. 
All aspects of this design have be governed by the methodology that design centred on the 
values of the individual can give birth to truly unique artifacts. 
My personal identity is expressed through finding a connection back to nature. As Tangata 
Whenua (people of the land) blood flows through me, the abstract cellular aesthetic expresses 
DNA holding the truth about who we are as individuals. Strengthening my connection to the 
land. Being able to express this through form with such detail has only been made available 
because of 3D printing. Unshackling the limitations of tooling will enable the unbridled 
freedom of self-expression, as seen in 151 XYZ.
Multi- material printing offers greater opportunity to design objects that are intimate with the 
human body. A major improvement could be made to the 151 XYZ shoe through better 
material selection, as over time I found the material with a lesser mix of plastic resin & higher 
amounts of rubber deteriorated quickly & started to split.
Designing from accurate biometric data was also essential, as the high cut of the shoe meant 
the tolerances to allow the foot to fit needed to be accurate. 3D scanning offered so much 
accuracy that 151 XYZ was able to be designed with precision. No physical measurements 
were necessary as the shoe fit the foot as it was designed to.
This shoe embodies the sum of all my values. As a designer I am satisfied with the aesthetic 
language of the shoe as it is completely unique, the aesthetics are deeply expressive of my 
personal identity. Biomechanically my walk is improved & is extremely comfortable. 
Achieving these results in one unified object would be near impossible without all aspects of the 
value sensitive methodology. 
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DISCUSSION
What will this lead us to?
This research leads to a number of issues open for discussion here. This chapter will discuss the 
importance of this research yet leave the conclusions for the following chapter.
VALUE SENSITIVE DESIGN
The value sensitive design approach shows that we are capable of focusing on the values of the 
individual whilst also satisfying our needs for progress alongside technology. The value sensitive 
methodology drove this thesis, it promised a bridge from mass manufacturing to manufacturing that 
align more with Maori cultural values & the values inherent within societies with a close bond to the 
land, such as we have within New Zealand. What the value sensitive design approach offers digital 
manufacturing is the opportunity to unify complex information within a unified solution, the solution 
being centred on the needs of humanity, a society or an individual. Our advance down the 
technological road(Standage, 2005) will inevitably test our fortitude in keeping the needs of our humanity 
at the core, this is by no means a new statement or an unwitnessed outcome, just think of the current 
state of pollution or poverty within our global society(Mau and Leonard, 2004), this is why Kahn’s & 
Friedman’s value sensitive approach contributes to the need for increased accountability for those 
within the design community.
The added advantage to the value sensitive approach within this thesis is the nature of its inception. 
The value sensitive methodology is the direct result of technological progress towards computational 
systems & the apparent lack of representation of human values within computational design. Kahn 
& his associates developed the value sensitive approach in response to this lack of values, to ensure 
the creation of the digital world was not devoid of human centred needs. For this reason the 
alignment with this thesis is increased as the main investigation tool is the revolution within digital 
manufacturing. Digital manufacturing is sharing similar growth as the information age in which 
Kahn was responding to, the accessibility to manufacturing may threaten to flood the world with 
objects devoid of human values. 
The digital to physical aspect of this thesis relies upon the value sensitive approach to keep it 
grounded in relevance. Choosing to design objects which are intimate with the human body also 
re-affirm this need to keep the values of the individual at the centre. Without the focus on the values 
of humanity these technological advances may place human centre values second to progress.
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DESIGN DISTRIBUTORMANUFACTURER RETAILER USER
CUSTOMIZATION
The ability to customise(Gilmore and Pine, 1997) from the ground up to meet the values of the individual. 
The progression in the consumer attitude to search for products that meet their complex needs is 
becoming commonplace in today’s consumer culture(Gilmore and Pine, 2000). Consumers today are savvy 
enough to know that somewhere, somehow a product exists that can meet their personal(Gilmore and 
Pine, 2000) needs. This perspective has been embraced by the digital manufacturing community, where 
the threshold of creation has been lowered by being more accessible to the general public, 
contributing to the re-birth of bespoke crafting. Shapeways, Ponoko, I-Materialise have tapped 
into this direction providing the capabilities to the public. N-e-r-v-o-u-s System, BRIDGE, Super 
Super have started to incorporate this ability to create custom objects through digital 
customization tools, where design of form is user generated.
The capabilities within digital manufacturing will enable greater innovation due to this attitude of 
sharing the creation process. Even though I believe that the designer still needs to be the 
professional, bringing professional knowledge to the role, it is no longer a dictatorship. It is more 
a participation, for a more flexible outcome. 
In order for mass customization to succeed the standard production model will need to cater for 
this flexibility(Schwab, 2013).
The traditional distribution model will not be good enough to facilitate mass customized goods. 
The traditional distribution chain in a simplified form looks like this:
This model fails to include the user into the creation process, further isolating the individual from 
the artefact. Online connectivity with digital manufacturing & smarter business practice allows 
for direct relationships with a user group. The new model currently employed for direct to 
consumer relationships includes the user in the creation process. The following visual is my 
example of the process in which someone interacts with current digital manufacturing facilitators 
such as Shapeways:
(Schwab, 2013)
DESIGN
USER
DISTRIBUTION
DIGITAL
MANUFACTURING
RETAILER
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In value sensitive design practice the user is a participant, working within an infrastructure built 
for flexibility. This can be thought of as Integrated Customization, where the flexibility of the 
system is designed around the values of the individual, providing the necessary tools to accomplish 
their vision. Alongside integrated Customization is Facilitated Customization, where the needs or 
values of the individual fit within standard tooling, manufacturing & distribution model.
Customization or mass customization  brings the user into the process of creation, it gives them the  
power to tell their own story. With traditional consumer spending we buy what appeals to us most, 
either satisfying an emotional need or a physical need. With participatory design(Kensing and Blomberg, 
1998) ,or what is being referred to as co-design, the user is invited to participate with the design 
process, expanding their sense of identity, celebrating individuality over the conventions of 
traditional manufacturing.
This level of customization has traditionally been reserved for those who can afford it. Catering for 
the individual is often labour intensive & costly. By introducing the benefits of digital 
manufacturing the threshold of participation is lowered, meaning the ability to create complex 
physical objects is more accessible. Companies are now in the business of facilitating this approach 
by providing tools, websites & platforms for user generated content. Digital processes have made 
the selling of ‘recipes’ feasible for physical objects, making on demand, rather than filling 
warehouses hoping to move goods. Recipes in this sense are the digital files, they do not exist until 
they are purchased, at which point they can enter into the physical world.
This form of distribution can bolster local communities, where nodes of digital manufacturing can 
be tapped into to create artifact at the closest point to the consumer. Cutting down on the associated 
shipping costs.
Mass customization merges the bespoke nature of craft, where the object has evidence of the 
creator, with the efficiency of mass manufacturing. We are only able to realize the depth of 
expression due to technological advances, these advances are bringing us back to nature. This leads 
me to another point.
BRIDGING THE DIVIDE
Digital manufacturing, with additive manufacturing in particular, is letting us design in harmony 
with natural processes(Kahn, 1999). The point of showing the 151 XYZ shoe on the beach was to 
emphasize this point. Will technology get to the stage where the designer can shape organic 
matter? Bio-printing is already advanced enough to create body parts(Cruz and Pike, 2006). The research 
in this field is fledgling yet making significant gains, showing the potential for bio-printed objects, 
leading to self-assembled geometries.
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Additive manufacturing is building layer upon layer(Gebhardt, 2012), adding piece by piece to create the 
whole. This process of creation shares values with Maori cultural values, the literal translation of 
Whakapapa is to place in layers, lay one upon another(Mead, 2003), further emphasizing similar 
concepts within Tikanga, building upon the past. The shared values between additive 
manufacturing & significant Maori cultural values is a major factor in the potential adaption 
within the NZ creative environment. It may be the technological bridge that promotes engagement 
with cultural groups disillusioned by the values of mass manufacturing. As a designer who is 
concerned about the values of mass manufacturing it was particularly refreshing to work with a 
tool that is closely aligned with my cultural values, without sacrificing efficiency.
Within the value sensitive philosophy every aspect is given significance by understanding that for 
design to succeed it needs to centre on what is important for humanity to flourish. This principled 
approach aligns with Maori philosophies of creation both socially & within the arts(Grant and Skinner, 
2007). It is this alignment that makes me consider the possibilities of cultural groups, in particular 
Maori, finding greater acceptance within this new digital revolution than within mass 
manufacturing, where the  shared values are transparent. It is not just a technical opportunity 
either, but the philosophy of designing from a value perspective is also aligned with my cultural 
beliefs. 
When this technology is embraced within these cultural groups I believe we will see new narratives 
within indigenous art that re-affirms their values. I believe that when the Maori community 
understand the concept of additive manufacturing new connections to the past & future will result 
in greater forms of embodied narrative.
MATERIALITY
Material research will drive the potential for greater applications(Hopkinson and Hague, 2006). As this 
technology becomes more pervasive the only hold back will be in available materials & their ability 
to be applied to practical use. Digital manufacturing techniques are (on the surface) simple to 
understand. When familiar with tooling that requires a computational element it generally relates 
back to G-code, the co-ordinate system that plots the path of the tool. Application does not 
necessarily need to understand the specifics of G-code, but the principles  of using a tool to its most 
effective are. This is where material research is pushing the tools to their limits, by getting the tools 
into the hands of creatives, the need for materials that fulfil necessity will greatly increase. This 
focus on materials will drive further success of digital tooling, in particular additive 
manufacturing.
CLOSING
As a whole however this solution will not be for everyone, this thesis only goes as far as pointing out 
the ability to create artifacts that are extremely personalized through a value sensitive approach, 
meeting both physical & conceptual values of the user. This thesis is not examining the differences 
between personal fabrication & mass manufacturing. 
Conclusions for this thesis will be discussed in the following chapter.
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CONCLUSION
“To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you something else is the greatest accomplishment.” 
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Digital manufacturing has changed the way we design. What used to be impossible can now 
be digitally conceived & constructed. The shackles of convention are coming free. With a three 
part value sensitive design approach we are able to engage with digital manufacturing 
without losing human centred values.
I consider that my final designs embody the conceptual values of my personal identity, without 
sacrificing the needs of my body. The XYZ designs have also been created with current 
consumer culture in mind to feasibly project our current readiness to adopt mass customized 
goods. The final XYZ designs embody particular aspects of my identity that would be very 
hard to replicate without digital manufacturing. This three part principled approach suggests 
that customizing with digital manufacturing allows new forms of self-expression.
This thesis explored how self-expression through object would be made accessible on a 
practical level, bridging the gap between conceptual design & practical current world 
application. This research shows the ability to customize to a high level with digital tools is 
well within reach, meaning mass customization is on our doorstep. The implication being that 
commercial infrastructure can take advantage of digital manufacturing over the next few 
years. One of the major drawbacks to integrating digital manufacturing within current 
infrastructure would be the high start-up cost & material cost, which will come down over the 
coming years, but proves to be a stumbling block for mass adoption at the moment.
On a conceptual level the final designs express a narrative of my personal experiences. The 
XYZ Shoes in particular embody the complexity of my identity where my Maori cultural 
values blend alongside my New Zealand European values, this can be seen more acutely 
within the 098 XYZ shoe as it is an abstraction on my dual identity, the materials merging 
into a unified object represent my Maori & European decent. The final designs reflect my 
personal view on my European culture as the clearest, often shown in the use of digital 
technology, my Maori culture often took the form of the narrative, being the driver for the 
technology. This is explained further in each chapter.
It is this respect for values that has made the final design so successful. As a principled design 
approach these results would vary as each participant expresses their own values, it therefore 
falls upon digital systems to provide the tooling to allow this level of expression.
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In reference to this thesis my cultural values were given precedence as they are a source of 
great strength to my identity. I feel the XYZ Shoes have accomplished a unified narrative, 
taking into their creation my physical & spiritual needs. I feel this has been achieved 
through the progression from XYZ Clothing through to the more refined embodiment within 
XYZ Shoes. The significance being a new level of self-awareness that is projected into 
artifact. Wearing these designs provided strength to my identity. As I was clothed in artifact 
completely expressed my uniqueness I felt less fractured, more connected to my environment.
As a designer I see value in giving people tools that allow self-expression. As a designer the 
tendency is to dictate the terms of creation, with mass customization becoming more 
accessible through digital manufacturing the creation process can be shared, allowing a 
more unified vision between designer & user. In this scenario the designer can influence 
design decisions whilst also nurturing the consumers need for uniqueness.
On a technical level this thesis set out to prove the practical applications of new digital 
manufacturing methods. Digital processes equates to greater efficiency when manufacturing 
bespoke items. There is greater ability to allow for user generated design within the digital 
manufacturing infrastructure. This thesis shows advanced digital tooling has the potential to 
be integrated within a practical commercial environment, if done smartly, whilst also 
satisfying deeper conceptual values, hard to embody within mass manufactured items. The 
significance of which can provide the added incentive of moving towards a more localized 
distribution method, one which bolsters local communities.
During this exploration certain limitations were encountered. The high cost of 3D printing 
at the moment hinders the ability to test the endurance of the footwear designs, over time the 
price is expected to come down but at the moment the designs are not economically practical. 
The level of customization in this thesis may also be a limiting factor to mass adoption, 
though this thesis shows the ability to design for complex customization not everyone will 
want to invest such time into designing clothing or footwear. It does however suggest 
opportunities available to the design literate, such as the future of web-based customization 
or integrated systems that offer multiple-inputs for customization. Customization that 
requires intimacy with the body will require greater access to 3D scanning, at the moment 
3D scanning is on the radar of the digital manufacturing movement but will take some time 
to saturate the market.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research will focus on pushing the effectiveness of dual materials within 
clothing & footwear design. Research will develop designs that greatly improve 
biomechanical performance through additive manufacturing. Creating software 
that facilitates mass customization will be central to this research. Applications 
that require greater levels of individualized customization can improve many 
aspects of design from new space suits for NASA that require the exact biometric 
measurements of the astronauts to be fit-checked in order for the suits to have the 
correct pre-fabricated parts, to greater prosthetics that enable the client to feel 
again through the connection of nerve endings to electro-sensitive chips within 
customized limbs.
My hope is that this thesis inspires greater connection with the artifacts in our 
lives. I see the values from my cultural background as a worthy guideline to 
achieving this goal. I believe real strength of character can come from allowing 
people an opportunity to celebrate who they are evolving into.  
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“If I didn't define myself for myself, I would be crunched 
into other people's fantasies for me and eaten alive.” 
Audre Lorde
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